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The story of Oklahoma State University began on Christmas Eve, 1890, at the McKennon Opera House in Oklahoma’s territorial capital of Guthrie when Territorial Governor George W. Steele signed legislation establishing an Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College in Payne County. OAMC’s first students assembled for class on December 14, 1891, even though there were no buildings, no books and no curriculum. The college’s first students attended classes in the Stillwater Congregational Church. The original campus consisted of 200 acres of prairie that were donated by four local homesteaders. The college’s first six graduates received their diplomas in 1896.

Visitors to the OSU campus often marvel at its beauty and consistency of architecture. Much of the credit goes to OAMC’s legendary president, Henry G. Bennett, who served from 1928-1951. Dr. Bennett’s 25-year campus master plan envisioned some of the university’s most famous and beautiful structures, including the Edmon Low Library and the OSU Student Union. A new campus master plan is guiding unprecedented construction that is making OSU more competitive in academics and athletics. Starting in the fall of 2008, OSU has opened the new Multimodal Transportation Terminal, the new North Classroom Building, the west end zone of Boone Pickens Stadium, refurbished Old Central, the Donald W. Reynolds Architecture Building, an upgraded Murray Hall and the new Henry Bellmon Research Center and an updated and expanded Student Union. Hall of Fame Avenue on the north and University Avenue on the south have both been significantly upgraded, and the university has completed a major overhaul making Monroe Street more pedestrian friendly.

OSU grew quite rapidly following World War II. The post-war years were marked by a huge enrollment surge. Some graduates from that era may remember “Veteran’s Village,” a thriving community that developed on the northwest edge of campus as veterans and their families moved into surplus military housing provided by the college. The mid-1940s also were a golden era for athletics at Oklahoma A&M. In a 90-day period in early 1945, OAMC teams won the Cotton Bowl, the NCAA championship in wrestling and the NCAA championship in basketball. The next year, the wrestling and basketball teams repeated as national champions, and the football team won the Sugar Bowl.

Coaches and players from that era are now sports legends. Coach Henry Iba set a national standard in basketball and Edward Gallagher took OAMC wrestling teams to international prominence.

People often ask when OSU made the transition from college to university. By the 1950s the college had grown substantially. Suggested names for a “new” institution were “Great Plains University,” “International University,” and “Atomic University.” In 1957, OAMC became The Oklahoma State University for Agriculture and Applied Science. During the next three decades, OSU would build academic programs to match its new status. Enrollment more than doubled from 10,385 in 1957 to more than 23,000 in the 1980s. OSU became a statewide university system, adding branches in Okmulgee in 1946 and Oklahoma City in 1961. OSU merged with the Oklahoma College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1988, and OSU-Tulsa was born in 1999.

Today, OSU has more than 37,000 students across five campuses and a presence in every Oklahoma county through its extension offices and experiment stations. From six graduates in 1896, to nearly 5,000 annually today, the small college on the prairie has grown and prospered far beyond the dreams of its founders. OSU teaching, research and graduates are making a bigger impact on the lives of people around the world than ever before. It’s a great time to be a Cowboy!
One Hundred-Twenty Seventh
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Stillwater, Oklahoma
This is a momentous day on the beautiful campus of Oklahoma State University.

As an Oklahoma State University graduate, you join a long list of successful men and women who have gone before you. For decades, OSU graduates have used their creativity and passion to make an impact on our world. In fact, Branding Success is the name of our current fundraising campaign. We know each one of you is prepared to boldly go forward and find your own success.

We are honored to welcome all the family and friends that are here to join in this wonderful and meaningful accomplishment. We are thankful your graduate chose OSU. You should be extremely proud of the role you played in his or her success.

The entire OSU community – faculty, staff, alumni and donors – takes special pride in watching our students walk across the stage. This is the day that makes all our work worthwhile. OSU exists to help our students pursue their dreams and today we all rejoice!

Congratulations. Best wishes. Go Pokes!

Sincerely,

V. Burns Hargis
President, Oklahoma State University
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Alma Mater Hymn of Oklahoma State University
Words by Robert McCulloh, ’49

Proud and immortal, Bright shines your name;
Oklahoma State, We herald your fame.
Ever you’ll find us loyal and true,
To our Alma Mater, O. S. U.

• • • • • •

Oklahoma
Written by Oscar Hammerstein II
Music by Richard Rodgers

Oklahoma, where the wind comes sweepin’ down the plain,
And the wavin’ wheat can sure smell sweet
When the wind comes right behind the rain.
Oklahoma, ev’ry night my honey lamb and I
Sit alone and talk and watch a hawk makin’ lazy circles in the sky
We know we belong to the land
And the land we belong to is grand!
And when we say - Yeeow! A-yip-i-o-ee-ay!
We’re only sayin’ You’re doin’ fine, Oklahoma!
Oklahoma - O.K.
Friday evening, May 3, 2013

GRADUATE CEREMONY

Presiding
Mr. V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Processional
"Pomp and Circumstance" .................................................................................. Elgar
OSU Brass Quintet

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ................................................................................. Key
Quintet and Audience, led by Ms. Mallory Turlington, soloist

Introduction of Special Guests
Dr. Sheryl Tucker, Associate Provost for Graduate Education and Dean, Graduate College

Remarks
Dr. Ramesh Sharda, Director of the Institute for Research in Information Systems, Conoco-Phillips Chair of Management of Technology, and Regents Professor of Management Science and Information Systems in the Spears School of Business

Conferral of Degrees
Mr. V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Recognition of Degree Candidates
Dr. Ken Eastman, Associate Professor of Management, west podium
Dr. Carol Moder, Professor of English, east podium

Closing Remarks
Dr. Sheryl Tucker, Associate Professor for Graduate Education and Dean, Graduate College
Mr. V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” ..................................................................................... McCulloh
Quintet and Audience, led by Ms. Mallory Turlington

Recessional - Platform Party
Honorary Graduate Commencement Marshals

Samantha Ambrose
Master of Science in Plant and Soil Science
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

Matthew Anderson
Doctor of Philosophy in Zoology
College of Arts and Sciences

Karthikeyan D. Ramachandriya
Doctor of Philosophy in Biosystems Engineering
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

Danielle Smorol
Master of Arts in English
College of Arts and Sciences
Saturday, May 4, 2013
UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY

Presiding
V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Grand March
City of Tulsa Pipes and Drums
William Tetrick, Pipe Major

Student Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” ................................................................. Elgar
OSU Brass Quintet

Platform Party Processional
City of Tulsa Pipes and Drums

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” .......................................................... Key
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich, Professor Emeritus

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ................................................................. Rodgers and Hammerstein
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich

Introduction of Special Guests
V. Burns Hargis, President, Oklahoma State University

Greetings from the Board of Regents
Andrew Lester, Chair

Greetings from the Faculty Council
Kenneth Bartels
Chair of the General Faculty
Professor, Veterinary Clinical Sciences

Greetings from the Student Government Association
Flint Holbrook, Immediate Past President

Presentation of Honorary Degree
Thomas P. Stafford
Lt. General, USAF (Ret.)
Saturday, May 4, 2013 (continued)

Special Recognition
Honors College Graduates
National Scholars
Phi Kappa Phi Graduates

Conferring of Degrees
First Ceremony
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Spears School of Business

Second Ceremony
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Human Sciences

Third Ceremony
College of Education
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

Center for Veterinary Health Sciences Hooding Ceremony

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” .......................................................... McCulloh
Quintet and Audience, led by Charles Rich

Recessional - Platform Party

Recessional - Students

Sandie Busby, sign language interpreter

OSU Brass Quintet: Nick Doutrich, trumpet; Cleon Chai, trumpet; Rusty Holmes, horn;
Paul Compton, trombone; Noel Seals, bass trombone
College or School Representatives

The following outstanding students were chosen to carry their college or school gonfalon in the Student Processional and to serve as representatives of the graduates of that college or school during the undergraduate commencement ceremonies. Each wears an honorary orange cap and gown.

College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
   Jace Tyler White
   Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
      Agribusiness, with option in Pre-Law
   Cherokee, Oklahoma

College of Arts and Sciences
   John Edward Leos
   Bachelor of Fine Arts, Theatre
   Mesquite, Texas

College of Education
   Zechariah D. Wright
   Bachelor of Science, Secondary Education
   Bixby, Oklahoma

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
   Hwayeon Rachel Seo
   Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management
   Edmond, Oklahoma

College of Human Sciences
   Kamron Gage Tipton
   Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences,
      Human Development and Family Science
   Caddo, Oklahoma

Spears School of Business
   Kylie Marie Roper
   Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
      Accounting
   Edmond, Oklahoma

Center for Veterinary Health Sciences
   Penny J. Regier
   Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
   Sapulpa, Oklahoma
National Scholar
The following spring 2013 candidate won a prestigious national scholarship during her OSU undergraduate studies:

Rosalina Marie Yorks
Goldwater Scholar
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Science,
  Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Bachelor of Science,
  Zoology
El Dorado, Kansas

Graduation with Distinction
The following final grade-point-average distinctions are determined at degree completion and will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

- Summa cum laude: 3.90-4.00
- Magna cum laude: 3.80-3.89
- Cum laude: 3.70-3.79
Honors College Degree Candidates

The following students are spring 2013 candidates for the Honors College Degree. This degree requires a minimum of 39 honors credit hours, completion of the General Honors Award and the Departmental or College Honors Award, and earning OSU and cumulative grade-point averages of at least 3.50 at the time of degree completion.

College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

Trindle Britt Brueggen • Agribusiness
Chelsie Katelyn Clement • Animal Science
Sandie Michelle Gibson • Animal Science
Jacob Austin Hill • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Mackenzie Nicole Jochim • Entomology
Kathryn Marie Matthews • Animal Science
Kaitlyn Jean Nelson • Agricultural Communications
Katelyn Ann Parsons • Agricultural Communications
Emma Marie Rupert • Animal Science
Charlotte Priscilla Wood • Environmental Science

College of Arts & Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Taylor Scott Brown • Sociology
Tara Lyn Cooper • Spanish
Anna E. Geary • Strategic Communication
Clyde Ritchey Grimes, Jr. • English
Nichelle Leigh Huber • Psychology
Susan Erika Lester • English
Kaylee Nicole Lowrey • English
Mark Whitfield Nelson • Russian Language and Literature
Kathryn Michelle Saunders • Psychology
Jennifer Reigh Smith • Psychology
Skylar Anne Smith • Liberal Studies
Amelia Jeannette Wilson • Spanish

Bachelor of Fine Arts

John Edward Leos • Theatre

Bachelor of Music

Rachel Jean Goering • Music Education
Sean Matthew McKinney • Music Education

Bachelor of Science

Kathleen Elizabeth Baskin • Psychology
Kelsie Lizbeth Brooks • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Jacob Que Byers • Biological Science
Kelsey Lynn Cosper • Strategic Communication
Bryan Kirk Duell • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Sara A. Fevurly • Strategic Communication
Tabitha Caitlin Fleming • Psychology
Chelsey Renee Fry • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Laurel Elizabeth Meysing • Physiology
Erin Kathleen Nally • Zoology
Rachel Leigh Rice • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Jeffrey Bruce Roderick • Political Science
Ryan Patrick Shannon • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Kyle Jordan Sikes • Biological Science
Kristin Elizabeth Stanberry • Communication Sciences and Disorders

College of Education

Bachelor of Science

Mikala Brooke Anderson • Athletic Training
Brianna J. Dickens • Elementary Education
Katherine Brigitte Miller • Secondary Education

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Karl Frederick Grosz • Aerospace Engineering
Carlos Rafael Martos • Aerospace Engineering
Zachary David McCoy • Aerospace Engineering
William Ryan Poulos • Aerospace Engineering
William James Smith • Aerospace Engineering
Amelia Jeannette Wilson • Aerospace Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering

Charles Collin Craige • Biosystems Engineering
Kevin D. Roehm • Biosystems Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Amanda Jane Cruce • Chemical Engineering
Katherine Elizabeth Haning • Chemical Engineering
Leigh Ann Krause • Chemical Engineering
Adam Nathaniel Moran • Chemical Engineering
Kaston Geoffrey Murrell • Chemical Engineering
Rachel Elizabeth Vinson • Chemical Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Matthew Stockton Fears • Electrical Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology

Daniel Jordan Wetta • Mechanical Engineering Technology

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Kaila Sky Reeder • Industrial Engineering and Management
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Karl Frederick Grosz • Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Cody Hollen • Mechanical Engineering
Carlos Rafael Martos • Mechanical Engineering
Kyle Hunter Newton • Mechanical Engineering
Lashun R. Oakley • Mechanical Engineering

College of Human Sciences

Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences

Emilee Ranae Lehenbauer • Nutritional Sciences
Rachel Kate Nowlin • Nutritional Sciences
Megan E. Reynolds • Human Development and Family Science

Summer 2013 Candidate

Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences

Christopher John DeGeorge • Nutritional Sciences

Spears School of Business

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Amanda Catherine Giles • General Business
Michelle Ann Ingold • Finance
Lindsey E. Kaiser • International Business
Zachary Mark Keen • Finance
Ariel Mae Litwer • Marketing
Rachel Elizabeth Noland • Marketing
Halee A. Roberts • Management
Taylor Lynn Skidmore • Management
Madison Erielle Taylor • Marketing
**2012-2013 Outstanding Seniors**

The OSU Alumni Association and Oklahoma State University recognizes outstanding seniors annually. The Outstanding Senior Award recognizes students who have excelled in scholarship, leadership and service to campus and community and have brought distinction to Oklahoma State University.

**Kimberly Ann Branham**  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Animal Science  
Bartlesville, Oklahoma

**Andrea Michelle Cerar**  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, English  
Bachelor of Arts, Spanish  
Tulsa, Oklahoma

**Grant Barry Dixon**  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology  
Stigler, Oklahoma

**Sara A. Fevurly**  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Science, Strategic Communication  
Lawrence, Kansas

**Chelsea Tanille Garcia**  
College of Education  
Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education, Mathematics  
Moore, Oklahoma

**Anna E. Geary**  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, Strategic Communication  
Edmond, Oklahoma

**Katherine Elizabeth Haning**  
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology  
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering, Biomedical/Biochemical  
Allen, Texas

**Bridget Anne Harkin**  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, Strategic Communication  
Alva, Oklahoma

**Jordan Lee Mayes**  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Accounting  
Mount Vernon, Texas

**Dawson Neal Metcalf**  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, History  
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science  
Broken Bow, Oklahoma

**Rachel Elizabeth Noland**  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Marketing  
Lake Quivira, Kansas

**Margaret Phyllis Sokolosky**  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Finance  
Tulsa, Oklahoma

**Jace Tyler White**  
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Agribusiness  
Cherokee, Oklahoma

**Amelia Jeannette Wilson**  
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology  
Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, Spanish  
Stillwater, Oklahoma
General Stafford was selected among the second group of astronauts in September of 1962 by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to participate in Projects Gemini and Apollo. In December 1965, he piloted Gemini VI, the first rendezvous in space, and helped develop techniques to prove the basic theory and practicality of space rendezvous. In June of 1966, he commanded Gemini IX and performed a demonstration of an early rendezvous that would be used in Apollo, the first optical rendezvous, and a lunar orbit abort rendezvous. From August 1966 to October 1968, he headed the mission planning analysis and software development responsibilities for the astronaut group for Project Apollo.

In 1975, Stafford was commander of the Apollo-Soyuz flight, the first joint US-Soviet space mission. A brigadier general at the time, he became the first general officer to fly in space. Stafford was an instructor in flight test training and specialized academic subjects—establishing basic textbooks and directing the writing of flight test manuals for use by the staff and students. He is co-author of the *Pilot’s Handbook for Performance Flight Testing* and the *Aerodynamics Handbook for Performance Flight Testing*.

In 2011, Stafford was awarded the National Aeronautic Association Wright Brothers Memorial Trophy, the most prestigious honor in aviation, which is presented annually to a living American for “significant public service of enduring value to aviation in the United States.” He also received the Air Force Association’s Lifetime Achievement Award on September 21, 2011. Stafford’s many military decorations and awards include the Air Force Distinguished Service Medal with two oak leaf clusters, Distinguished Flying Cross with oak leaf cluster, Air Force Commendation Medal and Air Force Outstanding Unit Award ribbon with three oak leaf clusters. Other awards presented to Stafford include the Presidential Medal of Freedom, NASA Distinguished Service Medal with oak leaf cluster, and the NASA Exceptional Service Medal with oak leaf cluster. Stafford received the Russian Medal “For Merit in Space Exploration” for outstanding contribution to the development of international cooperation in manned space flight.

As a native Oklahoman, Thomas Stafford is recognized for his many contributions and tributes throughout our great state. Stafford is heavily honored in his hometown of Weatherford, including his name being on the local airport, the Thomas P. Stafford Airport, and The Stafford Air & Space Museum. The museum houses one of the finest collections of aviation and space flight exhibits in the central United States. The museum is also an official Affiliate organization of the Smithsonian Institution.
Andrew W. Lester  
A & M Board of Regents, Chairman

A founding member of the Edmond law firm of Lester, Loving & Davies, Andy Lester has a civil litigation and appellate practice that emphasizes civil rights, constitutional, business, and state and local government law. He is regularly involved in high profile legal matters, from serving as Special Counsel to the State House of Representatives during an impeachment inquiry and Chief Counsel to a Special Investigative Committee reviewing ethics allegations against a House Member, to facing off against the White House over the use of Executive Privilege.

While in law school, he served on President Ronald Reagan’s Transition Team for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Twenty years later, he chaired Governor Brad Henry’s Law Enforcement/Corrections Transition Team and was a member of the Budget/Finance Transition Team, where he helped write Governor Henry’s first State budget (which, he notes, closed a $750,000,000 shortfall without raising taxes).

For eight years, he served as a United States Magistrate Judge. Lester is also an Adjunct Professor at Oklahoma City University School of Law, having taught State & Local Government, Employment Law, Criminal Law and International Law. He has written over 100 articles on professional and public policy issues, and has published one book, Constitutional Law and Democracy, a collection of speeches he gave in the former Soviet Union.

Lester is Chairman of the Board of Regents for the Oklahoma Agricultural & Mechanical Colleges. Appointed to the Board of Regents in 2007, he was reappointed to a full eight-year term in 2010, winning unanimous confirmation in the Oklahoma Senate. He previously chaired the Langston University Presidential Search Committee in 2011-2012, served as Chairman of the Board of Trustees for Langston University-Tulsa and Langston University-Oklahoma City, and is a former member of the Board of Trustees of Eureka College, President Reagan’s alma mater.

Lester also chairs the Oklahoma Advisory Committee for the United States Commission on Civil Rights. He is a former President and Chairman of the Board of the Historical Society for the Tenth Judicial Circuit and remains a member of its Board of Directors. He served two terms as President of the Oklahoma Association of Municipal Attorneys, and is a member of the Advisory Board of the Salvation Army-Oklahoma City Command.

In 2012, Lester was named Edmond’s Citizen of the Year. He is a past president of the Rotary Club of Edmond, and in 2011 was named the Rotarian of the Year.

Lester has appeared as counsel before committees of the United States Senate and the United States House of Representatives, and has been a featured guest on television shows such as Hardball with Chris Matthews and The Situation Room with Wolf Blitzer.

He attended Ludwig-Maximilians-University in Munich, Germany, received his A.B. from Duke University, and his M.S. in Foreign Service and his J.D. from Georgetown University.

Andy and Barbara Lester have been married over 30 years. Their daughter, Susan Lester, is a member of the Oklahoma State University Spring 2013 graduating class.
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

GRADUATE COLLEGE

Sheryl Tucker, Dean and Associate Provost for Graduate Education

Doctor of Education

Spring 2013 Candidates

Thomas Accardi • Applied Educational Studies
Linda S. Barren • Higher Education
Kathryn Sue Berry • School Administration
Kelly J. Faught • School Administration
Deann Marie King • Applied Educational Studies
William D. Melton • Applied Educational Studies
Maurisa M. Pruett • School Administration
Kerri K. White • School Administration

Summer 2013 Candidates

Ramona Kay Buckner • Higher Education
Adam Wade Johnson • Higher Education

Doctor of Philosophy

Spring 2013 Candidates

Saeed Abdollahipour • Civil Engineering
Abdelfatah Khalifa Ali • Civil Engineering
Muaid Shaker Ali • Crop Science
Abdullah Mustafa Aljafarir • Business Administration
Anwar Salman Alroomi • Civil Engineering
Shaymaa Abdulrazak M. Al-Sharqi • Food Science
Mokhtar Abdu Mohammed Al-Zuraiki • English
Matthew L. Anderson • Zoology
Brandon J. Auer • Psychology
Sarah Lynn Auer • Educational Psychology
Hayat Kareem Shukur Azawi • Civil Engineering
Heidi E. Banse • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Brooke Beyer • Business Administration
John J. Blackburn • Agricultural Education
Blake D. Bloomberg • Animal Nutrition
Carlo Branca • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
James Brubaker • English
Jacquelyn Ann Burkett • Education
Elkie R. Burnside • English
Pat Wayne Calhoun • Education
William Camron Casper • Business Administration
Cara Ailene Cowan Watts • Biosystems Engineering
Jason Davenport • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Robert Evan Davis • Educational Psychology
Trung Huy Duong • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Warren P. Edwards • Environmental Science
Ezgi Erkmen • Human Sciences
Brian Christopher Ess • Educational Psychology
Vallery Michelle Feltman • Education
Ryan Eugene Fiddler  •  Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Boshen Fu  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Dhiraj Gautam  •  Plant Pathology
Apif M. Hajji  •  Civil Engineering
Sachin Handa  •  Chemistry
Paul Richard Hansmann  •  Educational Psychology
Paul Leonard Hewett, Jr.  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Anna Correen Hiatt  •  Zoology
Martha Elizabeth Hilburn  •  Chemistry
Rachel A. Hildebrand  •  Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Teri Sue Holmes  •  Environmental Science
Mary Ann Hubbard  •  Educational Psychology
Amy Lynn Johnson  •  Education
Adrian A. Koller  •  Biosystems Engineering
Edwin Scott Lee  •  Mechanical Engineering
Yoonsuk Lee  •  Agricultural Economics
Aijing Liu  •  Human Sciences
Jing Lu  •  Computer Science
Amy N. Madewell  •  Psychology
Farag Mohamed Mewafy  •  Geology
Nicholas J. Moffitt  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Mayoor Mohan  •  Business Administration
Andrea Lisa Moore  •  Environmental Science
Sovanlal Mukherjee  •  Electrical Engineering
Mohamed Omar Musa  •  Environmental Science
Ee Chin Ng  •  Food Science
Hoa Dinh Nguyen  •  Electrical Engineering
Janae E. Nicholson  •  Statistics
Ryoko Okamura  •  History
Lisa Marie Overall  •  Entomology
Natalie B. Panther  •  History
Hanbai Park  •  Civil Engineering
Charles Allen Pernu  •  Educational Psychology
John R. Phillips  •  Biosystems Engineering
Pavan Kumar Pillalamarri  •  Physics
Masniaritta Pohan  •  Agricultural Economics
Luella L. Putnam  •  English
Steven W. Rayburn ll  •  Business Administration
John L. Rodrigue  •  English
Kathryn W. Ross  •  Sociology
Dawood Eisa Sachit  •  Civil Engineering
Jasreen Kaur Sekhon  •  Biosystems Engineering
Angelica Serrano Paez  •  Agricultural Economics
Aravind Seshadri  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Saravan Kumar Shanmugavelayudam  •  Mechanical Engineering
Rajendra Kumar Shrestha  •  Photonics
Matthew T. Steele  •  Biosystems Engineering
Misty R. Steele  •  Educational Psychology
Steven Paul Stermer  •  Psychology
Douglas John Stevenson  •  Environmental Science
Razvan I. Stoian  •  Photonics
Apurba K. Sutradhar  •  Soil Science
Brennan J. Thompson  •  Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Siddharth S. Vaijapurkar  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Nisha Verma  •  Chemistry
Fang Wang  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jing Wang  •  Economics
Andre Lamont Washington  •  Education
Raymond Robert West  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Cody Montana Whittenburg  •  Civil Engineering
Sarah Ruth Wilkey  •  Educational Psychology
Sherilyn Worth  •  Educational Psychology

Summer 2013 Candidates

Azza B. Abugharsa  •  English
Deema R. Al-Sheiab  •  Civil Engineering
Nasser Alwehaidah  •  Civil Engineering
Jon A. Bakos  •  English
James A. Bartz  •  Photonics
DeeDee Marie Bennett  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Megan Rene Bible  •  Animal Science
Cara Dawn Bosler  •  Human Sciences
Levita Yen Bui  •  Educational Psychology
Kimberly Michelle Burdine  •  Educational Psychology
Ilse Deyanira Carrizales  •  Educational Psychology
Su Chen  •  Statistics
Changqing Cheng  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Kasey Renee Claborn  •  Psychology
Jordan J. Crabbe  •  Statistics
Lisa A. Curb  •  Psychology
McKale R. Davis  •  Human Sciences
Bucky J. Dodd  •  Education
Bethany Kathryn Doerksen-Klopp  •  Educational Psychology
Ma Lourdes S Edano  •  Soil Science
Steven P. Ericson  •  Geography
Luke Burton Foster  •  Education
Victoria Marie Foutch  •  Educational Psychology
Rebecca Jane Franklin Bryant  •  Business Administration
Thomas J. Gross  •  Educational Psychology
Gaumani Gyanwali  •  Chemistry
Melissa Rene’ Hulings  •  Education
Stephanie E. Hullmann  •  Psychology
Erin M. Irick  •  Human Sciences
Sasha D’Na Jaquez  •  Psychology
Scott H. Jordan  •  Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Zhou Yang Kang  •  Physics
Trung Quoc Le  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Seong-Jin Lee  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Haixia Li  •  Biosystems Engineering
Victoria H. Lightfoot  •  Geography
Bing Liu  •  Environmental Science
Kan Liu  •  Biosystems Engineering
Carolyn Michelle McCargish  •  History
Melissa Ann Mills  •  Mathematics
Colleen Mocco  •  Educational Psychology
Kristin D. Morgan  •  History
Lindsay T. Murn • Educational Psychology
Cynthia C. Orona • Education
Rebecca Coyanne Pace • Entomology
Hyeyoung Park • Human Sciences
Seongjin Park • Agricultural Economics
Supavich Pengnate • Business Administration
Wesley M. Porter • Biosystems Engineering
Prahalada Krishna Rao • Industrial Engineering and Management
Eric Tobin Rapley • Business Administration
Kathy A. Rasmussen • Psychology
Dipendra Regmi • Mathematics
Kelly Marie Roberts • Human Sciences
Catherine Mary Roring • Educational Psychology
Julie E. Rowland • Educational Psychology
Jamie Lynn Ryan • Psychology
Basudhara Sen • Sociology
Juheon Seok • Agricultural Economics
Mohsen Shahmohammadi Ghahsareh • Electrical Engineering
David W. Sikolia • Business Administration
Joseph Michael Simpson • Sociology
Meredith Leigh Slish • Psychology
Amani El-Omri Soliman • Human Sciences
Yanming Sun • Economics
Lizheng Tao • Mathematics
Kristin Greta Waldo • Sociology
Yongbo Wan • Biosystems Engineering
Amanda Lynn Williams • Human Environmental Sciences
Alemtsehay Bogale Wotango • Human Sciences
Tao Wu • Electrical Engineering
Jing Yang • Business Administration
Rui Yang • Computer Science
Zahra Zamanipour • Electrical Engineering
Xiaoguang Zhu • Biosystems Engineering

MASTER OF AGRICULTURE

SPRING 2013 CANDIDATES

Talal Jaber Al Khanfous
Blakley Lauren Bassel
Patrick Ryan Bell
Jennifer Nicole Carter
Kourtney D. Coats
Elizabeth L. Drain
Ryan Daniel Ellis
Brette Nichole Gollihare
Shaun Lowrance Hull
Erick James Iarrusso

Jessica J. Jantzen
Cody C. Magby
Julie A. Maxwell
Stephen C. Mukembo
Susan Elizabeth Murray
Matti Glenn O'Donnell
Rajashekargouda T. Patil
Sergio Ruiz Esparza Herrera
Nadia Piotrowsky Thomas
David A. Yarbrough

SUMMER 2013 CANDIDATES

Megan Elizabeth Bryant
Courtney Marie Burns
Tyler Ron Classen
Sarah D. Hart

Sara Dianne Siems
Allison Marie Taylor
Clint Maxwell Taylor
Audie Wayne Wolf
Master of Arts

Spring 2013 Candidates
Amanda Gayle Booth • History
Ammie Christine Bryant • History
Stephen E. Buerger • English
Karen Y. Chavira • English
Lena Endsley • History
Mark S. Ferguson • Philosophy
Aubrey M. Hicks • Theatre
Brianna S. Hook • English
Erin V. Jacobs • Theatre
Brandon W. Kyle • English
Shane Martin Lansdown • Political Science
Joshua Little • Political Science
Brett Allen Manis II • History
Carla Jean Prince • History
David C. Reed • History
David Michael Schaap • English
Jashodhara Sen • Theatre
Debra Lynn Shipman • Political Science
Shae V. Smith • History
Danielle Smorol • English
Susan Lynne Stephens • History
Phillip H. Weirich • English
Luke E. Williams • History
Tamitha Sue Zook • Theatre

Summer 2013 Candidates
Timothy Darrin O’Neil • English
Erin Christine Prutow • Philosophy
Andrew B. Smith • History

Master of Business Administration

Spring 2013 Candidates
Christopher G. Abdo
Shanice Bre’Shae Ashley
Alanna Briane Barfoot
Nicholas New Binkley
Joseph B. Blanc
Ashley Lynn Boileau
Julena M. Bonner
Brandon Scott Boone
Christian Michael Briggs
Christy Renee Bullard
Susan Elizabeth Crenshaw
Caroline Rachel Daniels
Chad Michael Dayton
Jehna Lea Dent
Daniel H. Dixon
Sebastian Dreisch
James P. Duffield
Landon Jerod Field
Angela M. Fineran
Kevin L. Fortna
Deanna Gail Fury
Graham Glaser
Joseph James Goolsby
Matthew B. Groves
Bryan P. Guidry
Allen Wayne Harber II
Cassondra Alysa Henson
Eric Dale Herbel
Robert Madison Hetherington
Shawn Thomas Hollopeter
Brian T. Hoppe
Parker Shea Horton
Brian B. Howell
Brett Devin Hughes
Vickram Jairamani    Andrew J. Pratt
Dori Jasso    Kristie A. Robson
James Robert Knecht    Robert T. Sangster
Zane Ross Kozel    Ashley M. Schaefer
Tianyu Li    Ryan J. Schaffer
Adriana Lopez    Adam L. Schick
Peter H. Lusk    Richard Henry Schultz
Jacob R. Lusson    Cody James Schuylar
Kelly Lamont Major    Suhaif Farooque Shaikh
Kevin B. Marmillion    Dominic Thomas Sokolosky
Clinton William Miller    James E. Steed
Paul J. Miller    Chad Stephenson
Robert P. Moore    April Dawn Tate
Steven R. Mose    Cody Warren Tripp
Robert Joseph Neely    Stephen Y. Vetek
Kevin Scott Noel    Brian Thomas Vogt
Adetutu F. Odutayo    Liang Wang
Jay B. Omanson    Chad D. Wendell
Alexander Pannone    Adrian Wood
Price Paramore    Courtney Renay Workman
Dung Quy Phan    Jason C. Zumwalt
Nicholas Brandon Phelps

Summer 2013 Candidates

Don Andrew Bentz    John K. McKoy
Janae Ann Bradford    Eric Caleb Michael
Nicholas G. Charles    Steven Miller
Matthew M. Cooper    Grady Donn Moore
Joseph R. Esplin    Robert J. Nantz
Brian Gineo    Michael R. Paul
Swati Grover    Hayden Poe
Derek W. Haun    Michael D. Reed
Michael B. Holly    Tyler P. Sifers
Michael Ray Jasso    Erin L. Slycord
Charles Jelliffe    Scott Swigonski
Michael Kang    Randy L. Tiedt
David Krulak    Zhiyong Wang
Erin Lee McElroy    Jared A. Wilson

Master of Fine Arts

Spring 2013 Candidates

Elizabeth C. Desimone    Creative Writing
Margaux Marissa Griffith    Creative Writing
Joseph Leroy Myers    Creative Writing

Master of Music

Spring 2013 Candidates

Andrew J. Anderson    Pedagogy and Performance
James J. Doss    Pedagogy and Performance
Paula J. Fox    Pedagogy and Performance
Jo-Hsu Hsu    Pedagogy and Performance
Timothy D. Miller    Pedagogy and Performance
Charles A. Sutherland    Pedagogy and Performance
Master of Science

Spring 2013 Candidates

Juliet Mostafa Abdeljawad • International Studies
Feven Worku Abebe • Civil Engineering
Caitlin S. Abrahamson • Educational Leadership Studies
Titus O. Adeleke • Educational Leadership Studies
Shrimanth Reddy Adla • Management Information Systems
Gabriel King Agyekum • International Studies
Emma A. Ajode • Environmental Science
Nahida Akhter • Electrical Engineering
Fathiya M. Al Hadhrami • Geology
Noura A.S.E. Alasaker • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Redeat G. Alemu • Electrical Engineering
Robbie Michelle Allen • Design, Housing and Merchandising
Clinton Lamont Allen • Engineering and Technology Management
Aram Shihab Khaleel Al-Muhana • Electrical Engineering
Tessa Elizabeth Alumbaugh • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Alexander S. Alvarez • Counseling
Wendy Jo Andaverde • Aviation and Space
Stefanie Ann Anderson • Educational Leadership Studies
Fidelis Onyekachi Anumele • Management Information Systems
Kaitlyn Danielle Armstrong • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Angela Nicole Ayers • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Snehal Badhe • Industrial Engineering and Management
Denise R. Baker • Nutritional Sciences
Ryan Boone Baker • Management Information Systems
Kalifa D. Bandele • Human Development and Family Science
Atanu Banerjee • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Tanzi Barber • Engineering and Technology Management
Amy Dolores Barnett • Natural and Applied Sciences
Jamie Christine Baskin • Accounting
Ashley J. Bedford • Counseling
Angela Bell • Psychology
Patrick Ryan Bell • Plant and Soil Science
Jeremy Shane Bennett • Agricultural Economics
John Michael Bennett • Industrial Engineering and Management
Alexander C. Berry • Quantitative Financial Economics
Vishal Gautamchand Bhatewara • Industrial Engineering and Management
Eric Lee Biggers • Accounting
Joshua Mikel Bloom • Engineering and Technology Management
Guadalupe Borja • Botany
Danen Nicholas Boyd • Interdisciplinary Science
Erin Brannon • Psychology
Gavin M. Brawley • Engineering and Technology Management
Leslie Kathleen Briggs • International Studies
Kenneth C. Brown • Leisure Studies
Lisa Nicole Brown • Agricultural Economics
Lauren A. Brush • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Teddy M. Burch • Mass Communications
Stacy L. Burcham-Otto • Educational Leadership Studies
Kayla J. Butler • Counseling
Megan Paige Byford • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Charles Cadwell • Telecommunications Management
Curtis L. Canady • International Studies
Erika Maclynn Capps • Zoology
Blake Austin Cardwell • Management Information Systems
Lacey B. Carnahan • Educational Leadership Studies
Jennifer Elizabeth Carnley • Human Development and Family Science
Martha Elena Castellón Inestroza • Civil Engineering
Isaac N. Causey • Human Development and Family Science
Sara Chahardah Cheriki • International Studies
Ananyo Chakravarty • Economics
Deborah Ann Champlain • Interdisciplinary Science
Joe D. Champlain • Interdisciplinary Science
Kastubbh Vasant Chaudhary • Industrial Engineering and Management
Xiao Chen • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Deepthi Cherlopalle • Computer Science
Sindhu Chitikela • Computer Science
Shrayya Cholleti • Electrical Engineering
Shing Wyou Chung • Accounting
Craig Alan Church • Educational Leadership Studies
Aaron James Coffey • Agricultural Economics
Blaine Bertrem Coffey • Counseling
Jo’Nee L. Collins • Environmental Science
Steven Michael Combs • Engineering and Technology Management
Krishna Conjeevaram Bashyam • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Cody Wayne Cramer • Agricultural Communications
David W. Culver • Aviation and Space
Catherine K. Curd • Nutritional Sciences
David A. Curry • Interdisciplinary Science
Alexander Datzman • Electrical Engineering
Kimberli Davis • Natural and Applied Sciences
Tsega Seyoum Debele • Electrical Engineering
Taylor Ann DeGraffenreid • Accounting
Corey Delizza • Telecommunications Management
Kidst Dagnew Demeke • Civil Engineering
Zhuo Deng • Animal Science
David Alan Derrisseaux • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Ryan Elliott Desellier • Industrial Engineering and Management
Jack W. Devault • Telecommunications Management
Nicole J. Dewitt • Counseling
Vengatasubramani Dhatchinamoorthy • Management Information Systems
Hanah Diebold • Educational Leadership Studies
Cem Diniz • Industrial Engineering and Management
Shawat Dixit • Chemical Engineering
Shruti Vishwas Dixit • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Joseph Dixon • Geology
Robert Aaron Dixon • Accounting
Chelsea D. Dobbs • Animal Science
Montgomery Chase Dodson • Economics
Jingnuo Dong • Plant and Soil Science
Biruk Damena Dressa • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Suling Duan • Agricultural Economics
Venkata Sandeep Kumar Duddukuri • Electrical Engineering
Nikkie Jo Dunnigan • Counseling
Mukta Dutta • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Suci Dwijayanti • Electrical Engineering
Stephanie Alisa Eades • Geography
Travis Gregory Ebisch • Civil Engineering
LaShonda D. Edwards • Human Development and Family Science
Vaignana Spoorthy Ella • Computer Science
Andrew S. England • Interdisciplinary Science
Abidhussein M. Esmail • Electrical Engineering
Scott Essner • Control Systems Engineering
April DeAnn Estep • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Carla Blair Eubanks • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Lucas C. Ewing • Entrepreneurship
Crystal L. Fairfield • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Naefe Mostafa A. Fattini • Electrical Engineering
Mollie Erin Field • Accounting
Paula O. Fitzer • Human Sciences
Alyssa M. Forsyth • International Studies
Rodney W. Foster • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Jennifer N. Fought • Interdisciplinary Science
Brittany Leigh Fowler • Counseling
Natalie Nicole Friend • Nutritional Sciences
Phillip Karl Fritschie • Engineering and Technology Management
Stacy L. Fry • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Yu Fu • Management Information Systems
Jose L. Fulgencio • Entrepreneurship
John Edward Gage • Geology
Jinal Gala • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Prathibha Sankar Garlanka • Management Information Systems
Samantha Jo Garrison • Accounting
Britt A. Gathright • Management Information Systems
Jennifer Samantha M. Geifuss • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Suzanne Gail Genova • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
William M. Ghere • Industrial Engineering and Management
Nuria Gonzalez Traslosheros • International Studies
Nathan Green • Telecommunications Management
Rodney Dale Grigg • Economics
Caci L. Groom • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Carrie Nicole Grove • Human Development and Family Science
Ken Lee Guinto • Electrical Engineering
David S. Haines • Zoology
Franklin Hall • Counseling
Josephine Summer Ham • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Yue Han • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Sam E. Hardwidge-Hiett • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Viktoriya S. Harris • Telecommunications Management
Mahmudul Hasan • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Nikish Rajeev Haware • Industrial Engineering and Management
John Wayne Hawkins • Civil Engineering
Shenglan He • Quantitative Financial Economics
Keeley S. Heise • Geography
Temesgen Ermias Helsabo • Agricultural Economics
Indra Aprianto Heodinata • Management Information Systems
Alexis E. Herrera • Control Systems Engineering
Jessica Marie Herrington • Counseling
Katie Michelle Hilton • Animal Science
Tessa Grace Hixon • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Caitlin R. Hixson • Human Development and Family Science
Lisa Elizabeth Hobbs • Accounting
Jordan R. Hoffman • Counseling
Shane M. Hoffman • Mass Communications
Jessica Leigh Hoppock-Smith • Nutritional Sciences
Amanda Monett Horn • Human Development and Family Science
Sandeep Hosangadi Chidananda • Computer Science
Elizabeth McKinsey Hough • Aviation and Space
Yingxia Hu • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Ting Huang • Chemical Engineering
Cristina Giacomini Hughes • Agricultural Communications
Muktar Ibrahim • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Md. Waliul Islam • Chemical Engineering
Mohammad Rafiquil Islam • Physics
Alicia Islas Caballero • Industrial Engineering and Management
Deepika Iyer • Chemical Engineering
Shawn M. Jacob • Engineering and Technology Management
Whitney D. Jeffrey • Accounting
Kevin M. Johnson • Sociology
Nicholas Michael Johnson • Civil Engineering
Cameron Kylene Jones • Agricultural Education
Laura Jeannette Jones • Environmental Science
Marissa D. Jones • Counseling
Linju Jose • Computer Science
Arianna Judy • Leisure Studies
Pankush Kalgotra • Management Information Systems
Sandeep Varma Kalidindi • Industrial Engineering and Management
Krishnama Raju Kanchu • Computer Science
Bhuvana Kandula • Environmental Engineering
Harsha Kiran Kashagadish • Electrical Engineering
Jimmy Wayne Key • Control Systems Engineering
Chanjung Kim • Mass Communications
Sun Young Kim • Accounting
Yun Chung Kim • Mass Communications
Morteza Kimiaghalam • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Alexandra L. Kirkpatrick • Environmental Science
Deleanor A. Kirkpatrick • Educational Leadership Studies
Heidi Noel Knight • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Murat Koc • Civil Engineering
Alison Michele Koch • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Janet L. Koposko • Psychology
Andrea L. Korman • Zoology
Sarah M. Kosmicki • Sociology
Joseph Daniel Kovar • Biosystems Engineering
Lori L. Krase Cayton • International Studies
Anirudh Bhushan Kulkarni • Industrial Engineering and Management
Priti Pareekshit Kulkarni • Industrial Engineering and Management
Grit Kupgan • Chemical Engineering
Scott Brian Kusselson • Geography
Nadiya Kyrlylova • Environmental Science
Danielle N. La Grange • Aviation and Space
Kelsey Lee Lack • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jeffrey S. Lamp • Environmental Science
Scott J. Larson • Mathematics
Taylor Kohl Lawlis • Entrepreneurship
Crystal Dawn Lee • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Matthew Lee • Industrial Engineering and Management
Matthew G. Lee • Leisure Studies
Gokce Alakus Leisher • Industrial Engineering and Management
Caitlin S. Leja • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Gregory J. Lengel • Psychology
Charles W. Letcher • Computer Science
David A. Levering • Zoology
Eric B. Lindstrom • Engineering and Technology Management
Kathleen Marie Livsey • Educational Psychology
Rachel M. Lockwood • Human Sciences
Dustin W. Logan • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Lane Ryon Loiselle • Accounting
Jacob Jonathan Longan • Mass Communications
April Jean Lorance • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Edwin Louis • Engineering and Technology Management
Donald P. Lowther • Interdisciplinary Science
Jerrod Steven Lundry • Agricultural Education
Dwayne Q. Lyons • Entrepreneurship
George M. Manu • Biosystems Engineering
Daniel J. Marangoni • Educational Leadership Studies
Elizabeth A. Marcum • Counseling
Barbara Lynn Marley • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Orlando Martínez Olguín • International Studies
Michael Ernest Matousek • Biosystems Engineering
Adrianna Marie Matzek • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
James C. McBride • Environmental Science
Matthew McCrary • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Megan McGee • Accounting
Adrian K. McGowan • Counseling
Morgan René McGrew • Accounting
Jacob Daniel Meador • Accounting
Meagan René Meadows • Human Development and Family Science
Albert G. Meiss • Engineering and Technology Management
Maureen Meister • Nutritional Sciences
Henock Mateos Mekisso • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Seth Dwight Menefee • Agricultural Economics
Brian Joseph Metz • Economics
Audra G. Miller • Counseling
Elizabeth Arlene Miller • Biosystems Engineering
Glenn Edwin Miller • Interdisciplinary Science
Travis A. Mitchell  •  Counseling
Maqhawe K. Mnisi  •  International Studies
Ryan Allen Moehle  •  Natural and Applied Sciences
Erin Montee  •  Mass Communications
Benjamin N. Montemayor  •  Health & Human Performance
Armaghan E. Moradi-Larki  •  Environmental Engineering
Natalie Kay Mosier  •  Accounting
Omar Ali M. Moudabel  •  Civil Engineering
Elisha K. Mueller  •  Zoology
Vrushali Satish Musale  •  Chemical Engineering
Emrist A. Mustin  •  Counseling
Angelica Nicole Muzik  •  Educational Technology
Amanda A. Nagy  •  Counseling
Sidharth Naik  •  Management Information Systems
Sheena Narayanan  •  Quantitative Financial Economics
Andrew J. Nelson  •  Geology
Jenny Nguyen  •  Sociology
Van Thi Hong Nguyen  •  International Studies
Vinh The Nguyen  •  Management Information Systems
David W. Nichols  •  Educational Psychology
Charlie Dawn Nieman  •  Accounting
Jaclyn Lekay Nix  •  Nutritional Sciences
Macee M. Nolan  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Philip James Norwood  •  Accounting
Michael Jacob Novick  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kathryne Johanne O’Keefe  •  Health & Human Performance
Mallory Ivie Oliver  •  Human Development and Family Science
Aaron Osei  •  Management Information Systems
Morgan Ostroski  •  Geology
George Rogers Overbey  •  Accounting
Deepak Padaliya  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Piyush Pagey  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Anil Kumar Pantangi  •  Management Information Systems
Hyeyoung Park  •  Economics
Kyungwon Park  •  Electrical Engineering
Molly J. Parkhurst  •  Botany
Steven Michael Pennington  •  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Gloria Perez  •  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Pratik Vilas Pevekar  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Edward C. Pittman  •  Educational Leadership Studies
Jamie Lanette Plymale  •  Engineering and Technology Management
William C. Polson  •  Engineering and Technology Management
Sudershan Pothina  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Hattie Pfleider Potter  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Nancy Poulose  •  Computer Science
Alisha L. Powell  •  Zoology
Brittany R. Powers  •  Counseling
Monisha Prabhu  •  Computer Science
Shruti Pradhan  •  Management Information Systems
James A. Prather  •  Counseling
Saigeetha Reddy Pulicherla  •  Management Information Systems
Matthew E. Rabe  •  Management Information Systems
Bhaumik Shah • Electrical Engineering
Faizan Mohammed Shaik • Electrical Engineering
Mohammed Zain Adeeb A. Shaikh • Industrial Engineering and Management
Amin Mohammad Sharfuzzaman • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Pratik Sharma • Industrial Engineering and Management
Paul M. Shawler • Psychology
Michael Ray Shelton • Management Information Systems
Megan L. Shepherd • Counseling
Karen Lynn Sherwood • Interdisciplinary Science
Xinghua Shi • Electrical Engineering
Younghshik Shin • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Ruth Elizabeth Slaunton • Educational Technology
Katharine M. Simpson • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Kumar Singarapu • Chemical Engineering
Admas Mulatu Siyoum • Agricultural Economics
Evan Cole Smarinsky • Counseling
Amy Michelle Smith • Human Development and Family Science
Jennifer L. Smith • Interdisciplinary Science
Sara B. Snowberger • Nutritional Sciences
Valerie Ann Sommers • Counseling
Rhonda L. Spinks • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Daniel Springer • Educational Leadership Studies
Emily E. Springer • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Ashlyn Rachelle Stallings • Accounting
Nichole Marie Stephan • Quantitative Financial Economics
Blake Kyle Steverson • Zoology
Megan Nicole Stewart • Educational Technology
Amanda Ruth Stidham • Accounting
Augusta Rae Stidham • Accounting
Christopher Iver Strande • Electrical Engineering
Lois Ann Strate • Human Sciences
Benjamin C. Strickland • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Lalitha Subramanian • Food Science
Karthik Subray Bhat • Electrical Engineering
Bryan Timothy Sudbrink • Civil Engineering
Suraj Kumar Sukumar • Computer Science
Supriya Suresh • Management Information Systems
Natalie Brooke Sydebotham • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Lyndsey C. Talbot • Health & Human Performance
Jennifer D. Taylor • Counseling
Sudheer Babu Thota • Electrical Engineering
Irena Yue-Peng Ting • Interdisciplinary Science
Ashley B. Turner • Counseling
Nicole Cheri Twyman • Counseling
Anda M. Udris • Health & Human Performance
Guru Theja Vaka • Electrical Engineering
Miguel Irineo Valencia Corvera • International Studies
Derek Alan Van Treese • Telecommunications Management
Ericka Rochelle VanCleave • Counseling
Summer M. Vanhoozer • Counseling
Beth R. Vela • Engineering and Technology Management
Kacey Lynn Vierling • Human Development and Family Science
Kaleea Nicole Vincent • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Paul Viscuglia  •  Engineering and Technology Management  
Jonathan Lee Wade  •  Management Information Systems  
Jeremy James Walker  •  Agricultural Economics  
Brody Donovan Wallis  •  Animal Science  
Cindy Michelle Webster  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration  
Sarah Elizabeth Weeks  •  Accounting  
Nathan S. Weitzel  •  Economics  
Amanda L. West  •  Natural Resource Ecology and Management  
Nathan West  •  Electrical Engineering  
Anna Nicole Westhoff  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders  
Brady Andrew Whisenhunt  •  Electrical Engineering  
Stephen Anthony White  •  Computer Science  
Lindy Lee Wiggins  •  Agricultural Communications  
Ashley N. Wilkinson  •  Sociology  
Tara Elizabeth Williams  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership  
Drew C. Williamsen  •  Interdisciplinary Science  
Jessica L. Willis  •  Agricultural Communications  
Daniel Everett Wilson  •  Geography  
Andrie D. Winters  •  International Studies  
Kennesha R. Woods  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership  
Alem Bedanie Workie  •  Civil Engineering  
Xiaoju Xie  •  Mathematics  
Zeyu Xiong  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Sarah Beth Yanez  •  Accounting  
Krishna Chaitanya Yarlagadda  •  Management Information Systems  
Alex P. Yauk  •  Accounting  
Hannah Kay Yauk  •  Educational Technology  
Brian W. Young  •  Engineering and Technology Management  
Jonathan M. Yuhas  •  Nutritional Sciences  
Usman Zafar  •  Computer Science  
Xueying Zhang  •  Mass Communications  
Yan Zhang  •  Computer Science  
Jigang Zhao  •  Physics  
Liansheng Zheng  •  Electrical Engineering  
Zhe Zheng  •  Electrical Engineering  

**Summer 2013 Candidates**  
Sagar Adari  •  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
Christopher Brian Adolph  •  Veterinary Biomedical Sciences  
Mitchell Anthony Alcala  •  Agricultural Communications  
Samantha K. Ambrose  •  Plant and Soil Science  
Taufique Alam Ansari  •  Management Information Systems  
Nisha Shakya Bajracharya  •  Entomology and Plant Pathology  
Michelle Ann Baker  •  Teaching, Learning and Leadership  
Natalie C. Baker  •  Animal Science  
Vladimir Bjelic  •  Communication Sciences and Disorders  
G. Howard Blythe  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration  
Vinod Kumar Naidu Bonthu  •  Computer Science  
Jason T. Boone  •  Interdisciplinary Science  
Laura A. Brown  •  Educational Leadership Studies  
Christopher Scott Buhler  •  Aviation and Space  
Joshua Ryan Burkhead  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration  
Kala Deann Butler  •  Educational Technology
Petrina M. Lamb • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Rebecca Marie Leach • Accounting
Lei Lei • Plant and Soil Science
Sheri Renee Lins • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Hongtao Liu • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Jiawen Liu • Management Information Systems
Yichen Liu • Horticulture
Jordan Michelle Love • Human Development and Family Science
Bobby Gene Luttrell • Management Information Systems
Donald Joseph Malone III • Agricultural Economics
Shreyas Suryakant Matade • Electrical Engineering
Kyle James McLean • Animal Science
Debra Ann Mitchell • Aviation and Space
Jennifer Embry Mitchell • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Niveditha Mogali • Industrial Engineering and Management
Christian Sarah Montalvo • Food Science
Rodolfo Mota • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Sailohith Musunuru • Industrial Engineering and Management
Bryan Joseph Myrick • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Adrian Michelle Nault • Food Science
Dillon Bow Nelson • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Ashley Marie Newport • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Yen Ngoc Nguyen • International Studies
Li Niu • Agricultural Economics
Joshua C. Nordean • Counseling
Jeannessa Dawn Norton • Educational Psychology
Esther S. Ortega Villarreal • International Studies
Bharath Pakala • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Dhanashree Palande • Electrical Engineering
Saikiran Parepally • Computer Science
Bailey Parker • Animal Science
James B. Parker • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Yogesh Pothiganti • Management Information Systems
Karie D. Pryor • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Emily Rose Quinn • Mathematics
Krishna Ramasamy • Industrial Engineering and Management
Muthukumar Ramasamy • Management Information Systems
Rodrigo Jesus Ramirez Martagon • International Studies
Andrew Bradley Ranallo • Aviation and Space
Sakthi Jaya Rahul Ravichandran • Industrial Engineering and Management
Suryadithya Rayudu • Civil Engineering
Nathan J. Renzella • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Robert B. Reynolds • Environmental Science
Marco Antonio Rios Palacios • International Studies
Erin E. Roehrig • Geology
Victor D. Russell • Accounting
Shreya Sadhukhan • Management Information Systems
Jennifer Marie Sebesta • Geography
Lance M. Shepherd • Plant and Soil Science
Amit Vasantrao Shinde • Management Information Systems
Ramandeep Singh • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jessica M. Smith • Interdisciplinary Science
Martin Thomas Michael Smith • Engineering and Technology Management
Jared Nathan Sparks  •  Civil Engineering
John Dillon Sparks  •  Animal Science
Stephen Denver Stanphill  •  Horticulture
Beth Eloise Stevenson  •  Geology
Matthew David Stowe  •  Computer Science
Manju Kiran Subbarayappa  •  Electrical Engineering
Eyosiyas Fisseha Tadesse  •  Electrical Engineering
Gunjan Talati  •  Computer Science
Ashwin K. Thandapani Kumarasamy  •  Computer Science
Rabin Thapa  •  Electrical Engineering
James Thaxton  •  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Rebekah Jane Thompson  •  Design, Housing and Merchandising
Pataraporn Thongyim  •  Hospitality Administration
Jeet Arvind Turakhia  •  Industrial Engineering and Management
Mai Uemura  •  International Studies
Sarah Chryssoula Watson  •  Environmental Science
Katlynn R. Weathers  •  Plant and Soil Science
Jamison David Williams  •  Nutritional Sciences
Christopher Blake Willis  •  Entrepreneurship
Christina C. Wilson  •  International Studies
Qi Wu  •  International Studies
Crystal Joanne Wunch  •  Accounting
Nada Yoon  •  Hospitality Administration
Dinakar Dhirender Kumar Zakkam  •  Management Information Systems
Haoyu Zhang  •  Environmental Engineering

Specialist in Education

Spring 2013 Candidate
Chelsie Marie Williams
Center for Health Sciences
Kayse M. Shrum, Dean

Doctor of Osteopathy

Spring 2013 Candidates

Christopher G. Abdo       Jesua I. Law
Erin Maureen Algeo         Brian Spencer Lee
Amanda D. Alsup            Jenny Elizabeth Lessley
S. D’Lynn Christian Armstrong Gloria Renee Martz
Jessica O’Neal Anderson     Brandon R. Mason
Alanna Briane Barfoot      James Nathaniel Mason
Kenneth Wayne Brown        Ryan A. Matthiesen
Kristine Elaine Bryant     Matthew Thomas McClurg
Huan D. Bui                Kenneth Michael McDonald
Christy Renee Bullard      Sara Nicole McDonald
Jessey Kahryne Bustinza    Blake Edward Middleton
Willy Alberto Bustinza Farfán Tyler Thomas Miller
Jennifer Marie Byfuglien   Anna Leigh Morgan
Jeremy Bryon Campbell      Travis Jeremy Nelson
Megan Kathleen Cates       Patience Ozor
Jessica L. Cox             Rachael Lea Pattison
Isaac Ray Dennis           Lori Ann Peters
Micah Jon Derby            James Robert Petersen
Jane Ann Detrich           Arvin John Pourtorkan
Christel L. Dixon          Phillip Tyler Price
Brandon Scott Drabek       Andrew James Prince
Natalie Rose Edgar         Marinn Jilayne Rank
Michael Blake Evans        J. LeighAnn Riemer
Ryan D. Ford               Steven Michael Roberts
Matthew James Fults        Christopher Michael Sacilowski
Renah Thi Gibson           Evan W. Schwenk
Keyaria Denise Gray        Chelsea Elizabeth Smith
Bradley Dwight Hardy       Larissa Cheryl Smith
Melissa Ann Haught         Kerri Michelle Smith
Richard James Helton       Zoe D. Londoño Smothermon
Patrick Ryan Higgins       Christopher James Snyder
Richard Von Ho             Jeffrey Andrew Snyder
Jason Lauren Holt          Zackary Paul Spradlin
Lacey Renea Howard         Kyle Franklin Summers
Kaitlin Ailene Isley       Rebecca N. Thrun
Aaron Ross Isley           James E. Trina
Jessica Marie Jackson      Deacon Riley Vice
Charles Jantzen            Nevin Scott White
John Daniel Johnson        Courtney Renee Wylie
Sarah Elizabeth Kauble     Rachel Kathleen Wilkerson
Mark Andrew Keuchel        Alexandria Claire Williams
Kendra Beth Krahenbuhl     David Lloyd Zinn
Nicole M. Kucera           Lindsay Kathleen Zuck
Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Sciences

Summer 2013 Candidates
Brittany R. Bolt
Alexis Brooke Jones
Sallie A. Ruskoski

Master of Forensic Science Administration

Spring 2013 Candidate
Owen Meredith McDonnell, Jr.

Master of Science in Biomedical Sciences

Spring 2013 Candidates
Shaima Abdullah M. Alothman
Steven Andrew Hulford

Master of Science in Forensic Sciences

Spring 2013 Candidate
Tammi Fulgham Sligh

Summer 2013 Candidates
Fernanda M. Henry
Stephanie A. Kunz
Julia C. McLouth
Melissa Nickolle Windham
Lindsey R. Yoder
Center for Veterinary Health Sciences
Jean E. Sander, Dean

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Spring 2013 Candidates

Andy Caiden Anderson  Amanda F. Marino
David Ward Bailey  David Michael Miller
Kristin Dayle Bateman  Stephanie Rayna Moren
Andrea Lenee Blackmore  Adriana Sabella Moreno
Lindsey A. Boone  Catherine Rebecca Morris
Samuel P. Bryant  Michelle D. Moser
Philip John Casale  Alexander J. Murphy
Jordan Meredith Cassidy  Kassie Rachael Lee Newton
Melissa Kate Cleavinger  Regina M. Olson
Julianne E. Constantine  Patricia Ann O’Neill
Rachael Davis  Michael Brazeeal Ouerson
Sarah Michelle Denum  Candice Marie Page
Danielle Jennifer Doyle  Raina N. Pannee
Benjamin J. Estes  Monika Elizabeth Payne
Jaime L. Feroli  Jon Ross Psaila
Suzanne Todd Ford  Penny Jean Regier
Jacqueline Michelle Fountain  Rebekah Mary Riedel
Lindsay Anne Quirk Fultz  Staci Leigh Robertson
Priscilla Abigail Futter  Alison R. Roth
Nicole M. Griffith  Rita Jean Sanders
Angela D. Guinn  Mark Allen Schumann
Derek William Hanes  Emily Kathleen Sharpe
Natalie Ann Hansen  Holly Dawn Slater
Amy Renee Harmon  Ana Pamela Smith
Eric Michael Harms  Jessica Jane Sovereign
Amanda Heller  Rachel Diane Steinman
Nancy Elizabeth Henslee  Rachel L. Stellini
Kelly Lynn Herrington  Emily Elaine Stoppelmoor
Andrea Christine Hesser  James Paul Streck
Megan Elizabeth Hollabaugh  Cristen Lynn Thomas
Emily Marie Howland  Alexis Grace Torre
Leigh A. Isenberg  Christopher S. Tuma
Erin Jeffress  Rachel Harpe Vazquez
Corynn Marie Johnson  Kelly L. Vogel
Kristin Michele Kerce  Hannah J. Wadsworth
Michael F. Kirkpatrick  Sarah E. Ward
Jeremy Alan Knight  Rachel Ann Wardlow
Mikka Michelle Larssen  Sarah N. Waugh
Erica Lynn Lavalle-Lague  Erin Mae Stanford Way
Trace Garrett Lenaburg  John D. Withers
Chad Lester  Andrea Nicole Yakel
Amanda Michelle Likins  Caitlin Theresa Zent
Paige Emily Mackey  Elizabeth Jane Zipperle
Aaron Joseph Mackley  Katherine Marie Zseltvay
Tamara Joy Maehr
Summer 2013 Candidates
Maria Sofia Hlavackova Campos
Nicole B. Morton
John M. Von Kieckebusch
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources

Mike Woods, Interim Vice President, Dean and Director

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture

Spring 2013 Candidates

Allin Clark Bockhahn Forrest Lee Hunt
Thomas Michael Buller Daniel Clayton Mesenbrink
Brandon Douglas Burlingame James Robert Riter
Audrey Ann Clark Cameron Riessen Rouze
Eric Blaine Humphreys

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

Spring 2013 Candidates

* Agribusiness *

Ryan Michael Ball Shana L. Jones
Bryce Alan Bechtel Matthew John Kane
Michael Patrick Bennett Kade Garrett Kincannon
Dalton Kevin Brewer Austin Reed Kyle
Kade Thomas Brewster Garrett William LaFleur
Luke Cain Broadbent Duncan Whitley Lippert
Jordan Elizabeth Brockhaus Jonathan Taylor Lyall
Trindle Britt Brueggen George Brandon Newer
Trent Blake Daily Colton William Pease
Curtis Daniel Dick Michael Adam Phillippe
Samantha Bernice Geis Blake Anthony Pyle
Jenna Rae Gerken Alan M. Smith
Kevin Hale Kip Anthony Smith
Caitlin Kyle Harris Tyler Wayne Thomas
Randle E. Heisler Sarah Renee Tipton
Augustus D. Holland Collier Robert Wade
Robert Samuel Hughes III Jonathan Ryan Wedel
Neil Landon Hyer Jace Tyler White
Mark Weston Ingram Kevin Christopher White
Gina Renae Jackson Jennifer Kay Wierman
Kelsey Elizabeth James Kyle Scott Williams
Ryan Cole Johnson Asa Coler Yoakam

* Agricultural Communications *

Lori Dawn Allmon Halston Danielle Courson
Clancy Macrae Anderson Kelsey Beth Evans
Andrew Todd Barth Kary Lyn Fitzgerald
Emily Jade Beanland Jenna Michelle Grace
Kali Rae Begalka Lani Virginia Griffin
Tara Nicole Burchfield Jaylene Lynn Hunter
Kelsey Lynn Conley Jennie Jae Johnson
Kelsey Ann Cottom Kela Nicole Kellin
Brentney Danyel Maroney
Kaitlyn Jean Nelson
Katelyn Ann Parsons
Casey Leanne Reinhart
Mallory Lynn Ross
Natalie Brooke Summers

Agricultural Economics
Jordan Ed Beach
Clark Alan Bixler
Caroline Leigh Bremer
Jacob Daniel Etzkorn
Jason Philip Harris
George Keenan Lewis
Jeri Danielle Lollis

Agricultural Education
Rachael Claire Arkfeld
Shelbi Ann Derryberry
Kayla Jean Freeze
Taylor Jack Green
Kristen Jane Ann Hedge
Jade Nichole Jenkins
Robert Edward Maples
Kayla Gene Meeks

Agricultural Leadership
Jason Tyrone Beach
James David Chancellor
Dustin D. McClure

Animal Science
Shawna Lynn Anderson
Emily Marie Andreini
Amber Lee Barrow
Adrienne Elizabeth Bethel
Holly J. Birmingham
Rashele Kay Blakley
Jami Joanne Bloomberg
Wesley Craig Boneso
Kimberly Ann Branham
Robert Allen Branscum
Jonathan Dewayne Brown
Katherine Stewart Buchanan
Riley Marie Buckley
Steven Garett Burns
Barrett B. Butler
Alissa Lee Cable
Coltin Tice Caraway
Chelsie Katelyn Clement
McKenzie Drew Clifton
Whitney Danielle Condit

Amanda A. Travis
Janice Paige Vandaveer
Caleb Dean Wilds
Sidney Shay Worrell
Amy Dyann Yell

Shannon J. Mallory
Laura Beth Padgett
Brendan Caleb Robinson
Weston Thomas Settegast
David Wayne Spires
Taylor Marie Witte

James Estes Morgan
Caitlin Amanda Olson
Jennifer Brooke Patocka
Delbert Wayne Rossiter
Kevin Blaine Strother
Ashley Adelle Tacker
Trevor Lee Thomasson

Ronnie Nichols
Lauren Danielle Shryock
Brian Paul Zorger

Hannah E. Cooper
Stacy Sue Coppedge
Rebecca Nicole Crandell
Paul Michael Cunningham
Robert Michael Dale
Brittany Danielle Decker
Justine Elizabeth DeJoinville
Grant Richard Detten
Rachael Ashley Doner
Tasha Kay Dove
Taylor Nicole Dry
Katie Elise Duysen
Taylor Michelle Eckert
Derek Paul Evans
Victoria Lynn Falen
Benjamin James Feldman
Nicole Lynn Fetkovitch
Justin Evert Frailey
Camille Ann Fulton
Matthew Karl Gard
Britney Hope Geis   Donald Dean Peper, Jr.
Joseph Eugene Giacomini   Regina Louise Perry
Sandie Michelle Gibson   Mary Kindsey Elizabeth Pierce
Joshua Damon Goff   Cheyenne Krystle Pinkerman
Kaitlyn R. Gregg   Kaitlin Marie Rafalko
James Eliot Griffith   Jennifer Kay Lynn Rahm
Holly Anne Harbin   Kimberly Paige Reichert
Kristi Lynn Harris   Reina Isabel Rivera
Catherine Lee Haviland   Kyle Wayne Robinson
John Caleb Hobbs   Morgan Breann Rom
Justin Clark Huntington   Jan Lee Rowlett
Christine Grace Hurley   Zackary James Rozell
Grace Anne Inskeep   Emma Marie Rupert
Jessica Zeve Irwin   Tanner Ronald Schmidt
Bailey Clark Jansen   Tommy Allen Sharp
Chelsea Lynn Jarrett   Dalton J. Shryock
Hannah Auguste Jenkins   Samantha Marie Skipper
Hattie Elizabeth Kurin   Matthew Tyler Smallwood
Garrett Christopher Lance   Benjamin Andrew Smith
Ariel Jayde Le Force   Murphee Christine Stepanek
Jessie Marie LeJeune   Courtney Michelle Sutton
Paige Alaine Lenaburg   Devyn Rae Thompson
Kelli Lynn Lewis   Bailey Kay Toates
Cole Younger Dock Lockwood   Grant Emerson Turner
Jinna Mae Lowe   Kira N. Tyson
Kimberly Daniella Martin   Elissa Ellen Vogel
Kathryn Marie Matthews   Jacob Daniel Warntjes
Emily Elizabeth McCullough   Jeremy Keith Weichel
Lauren N. McIlwraith   Janiece Nicole Willhite
Tara Lynn McKinney   Melissa Ann Williams
Treasure Lee Means   Carrie Elizabeth Winslett
Sara L. Morris   Colton B. Wynne
Lacey Jayne Newlin   Dakota Kent Zachary
Jennifer J. Nicholson

• Biochemistry and Molecular Biology •
Whitney Elizabeth Anderson   Jacob Austin Hill
Jeffrey Ross Byrum   Baowendsongre Estelle Kietyeta
Lauren Elizabeth Chambers   Megan Elise Mick
Grant Barry Dixon   Brandon Floyd O’Dell
Madison Jane Donica   Laura Meghan Rachlin
Tyler Andrew Downing   Brandon Scott Ramirez
Mattison Leigh Edwards   Tony Patrick Ratto
Bryan Robert Fritz

• Entomology •
Mackenzie Nicole Jochim

• Environmental Science •
James Michael Bowen   Jessica Rae Cotton
Daniel Wayne Ceniti   Liberty Baker Galvin
Nathan Wayne Chancler   Christopher Ian Hellums
Alexandra Michelle Jones  Catherine Varela
Andrew Timothy Mueller  Mary Therese Wade
Lean Elizabeth Norsworthy  David Samuel Wallace
LaRee Christine Oden  Charlotte Priscilla Wood
Michael Mansoor Valli

• **Food Science**
  Matthew Ryan Albright  Andrea Renea English
  Justin Craig Bacon  Dana V. Hart
  Ashley Mae Bradbeary  Nathan Christopher Mertz
  Stefan Chance Parnell Caldwell

• **Horticulture**
  Kevin Ray Floyd  Lance Wade Swarengin
  Robert Shane McMurry

• **Landscape Management**
  Mitchell Logan Matthiesen

• **Natural Resource Ecology and Management**
  Tony L. Brown  Shana Ann Lancaster
  Weston Lee Cain  Jessica Michelle Lawrence
  Christopher Michael Clay  Michael Patrick Leitch
  Garrett Scott Clifton  Michael Robert Lewis
  Chad R. Ensign  Jessica Lynn Mata
  Michael Raymond Harvey  Zachary Mason McKinney
  Jessica Marie Hightower  Cynthia Nicole Park
  Nathan Howard Hillis  Cameron Lee Paulk
  Garrett W. Hopper  Dane Joseph Roesle
  Stanley Blayne Housh  Felicia Marie Sawyers
  Joshua Caleb Jones  Kendall Evan Slaughter
  Christopher Marcus Kemp  Dakota Reid Wheeler
  Elizabeth Ashley Kissack

• **Plant and Soil Science**
  Seth Daniel Froneberger  Brian Austin Livesay
  Elke Karin Grether  Jared Michael Yost
  Cody Duane Konen

**Summer 2013 Candidates**

• **Agribusiness**
  Stephen Chase Harris  Earl Wilbur Murphy

• **Agricultural Communications**
  Jackson Cole Alexander

• **Agricultural Economics**
  Mame Fatou Silby Diaite-Koumba  Charity Rebecca Penington

• **Agricultural Leadership**
  Hayden Cooper  Summer L. Riggins
  Robert Dale Ridley  Rusty Earl Thompson
• Animal Science •
Alix M. Buffing
Carolyn Haver Doyle
Seth Robert Elder
Bonnet Girod
Matthew Alex Leedy
Chelsey Christine Lufkin
Stephen Paul Morcom II
Madeline Marie Nehls
Eric Johannes Van der Laan

• Biochemistry and Molecular Biology •
Dustin James Steele

• Environmental Science •
Briana Sallee
Aryam Abraham Yosef

• Horticulture •
Cody Lee Anderson

• Landscape Contracting•
Tyler Drake McClure
James D. Parnell

• Landscape Management•
Christopher Garrett Easterling

• Natural Resource Ecology and Management •
Bryce Aaron Burkhead
Jacob August Reely

• Plant and Soil Science •
Levon K. Nichols
Jonathan Frank Pollnow

Bachelor of University Studies
Spring 2013 Candidates
• University Studies •
Mary Fuhlhage
Charles Roy Moore
Bachelor of Arts

Spring 2013 Candidates

• American Studies •
  Willard Jacob Cornwell  Robert Brandon Pappano
  Jamie Marie Huston Edford  Victoria Anna Wheeler
  Audrey L. Jacob

• Art •
  Stevey Nichole Billings  Richard Lee Koble
  Lindsey Brooke Carter  Leah Beth Krottinger
  Morgan Nicole Churchwell  Crystal June Labrosse
  Amanda L. Davis  Sara Beth Roberts
  Stephanie Lauren Dunn  Melissa Virginia Spicer
  Evan Wyatt Grether  Lacie Nicol Spurgeon
  Natalie Danielle Hardesty  Amanda Kay Sutton
  Bret P. Kauppila  Ashley D. Ward

• Economics •
  Eriall Arlette Steiner  Taylor Ryan Swabb

• English •
  Mark Patrick Blackburn  Susan Erika Lester
  Tiffany Marie Burns  Bryan James Loftis
  Andrea Michelle Cerar  Kaylee Nicole Lowrey
  Charles Remmers Decker  Maggie Dene Maltsberger
  Jeffrey Michael Degginger  Tessa M. Martin
  Raven Lydia Driver  Kimberly Denae McElroy
  Alysha Dawn Glasser  Jarrod Lowell Moore
  Amanda D. Goeringer  Bailey Renee Moorhead
  Clyde Ritchey Grimes, Jr.  Natalie Lynn Newport
  Brittany Noel Helzer  Christy Jeannette Olson
  Joshua Darnell Hillard  Johnnie Trevor Parks
  Carly Janel Hopkins  Kellie Dawn Robertson
  Kristian Alese Jones  Lane Michael Shipley
  Maude Elizabeth Kauffman  Mitchell Alonzo Tillison III
  Christian Thomas Kelly  Orville Jacob Williams
  Dana Kay Kennedy  Kelsey Willis
  Jordan Leah LaFave  Addie J. Zander
  Abby Jae LeGrand

• French •
  Christina Marie Vasquez

• Geography •
  Andrew John-Max Porter  Samantha Lynn West
History
Katharine Anna Berry
Colton Aaron Blackburn
Chad Michael Brown
Ryan Blake Franklin
Jessica Jala Hicks
Wade A. Hilsher
Kyle Patrick Hormann
Keely Marita Kippenberger
Aaron Matthew McManus
Dawson Neal Metcalf
Colton Jacob Ochsner
Colin Randolph O'Connor
Jason Dean Riddle
Elizabeth Marie Thomas
Mitchell Alan Williams
Evan Mitchell Woodson

Journalism and Broadcasting
Evelyn M. Baze
Keonté Marquae Carter
Lauren Danielle Colpitts
Tracie Marie Dickerson
Kelly Kathleen Fehily
Jonathan L. Lacaba
Laura Lisseth Lopez
Corinne Denise Meyerson
Jessie Lee Miller
Dillon Joshua Throckmorton
Devan Frances Williams

Liberal Studies
Amber Dawn Coffey
Alyssa Laura King
William Clarkson Lynch
Julie Ranee McKee
Amanda Joy Peaster
Skylar Anne Smith
Leslie Ann Studer

Multimedia Journalism
Erika Kelsi Brown
Jennifer Lynn Gray
Zachary Paul Stiefel

Music
Sarah Elizabeth Phillips

Philosophy
John Michael Cavert
Amanda D. Goeringer
Nathan Christopher Linden
Tucker Colyn Martindale
Andrea Linn Meeker
Kayla Renee Ragan
Christopher C. Redeagle

Political Science
Elaine Nobel Albach
Carl Austin Birkhead
Jory Hope Bollinger
Melissa Ann Bumgarner
Curtis David Carter
Lindsay Ann Clark
Stephen Daniel Gower
Antonio Lynn Laster
Rachel Lynne Lastinger
Joseph Manilafasha
Benjamin Robert Mansour
Grant Perry Martin
Dawson Neal Metcalf
Lucas Robert Moyer
Amanda Rose Pesicka
Brittany Marie Zaring-Hinkle

Psychology
Taylor Justine Barnett
Callie Michele Bias
Ethan Everett Blandel
Connie Lynn Calvert
Stephanie A. Capps
Alexandra Lea Carmichael
Heather Marie Center
Lauren Ashley Coffey
Morgan Lynn Craft
Rachael Lee Eggimann
Craig Alan Exendine
Samantha Denise Farmer
Kaitlin Michelle Fielding
Reinaldo Gamez
Lindi M. Geries
Meagan Johannah Green
Taylor Dawn Hall
Jennifer Ashley Harmon
J. Berry Harrison III
Trey William Healey
Courtney Ann Hesser
Andrea Ann Hill
Sade’ Labrini Horsechief
Nichelle Leigh Huber
Gracie Renee Jamison
Bradley Donovan Jantz
Zevar Khojazod
Lorna Lawrence
Heather Diane Lindsey
Paige Elizabeth LoVo
Cale Thomas Maxfield
Morgan Leigh McCorvey
Morgan Elizabeth McCulley
Shaina Suzanne Moon
Daniel Caleb Mungle
Daniel R. Mungul

Janie Alice Nolen
Stephanie Lynn Novotny
Sophie Yvonne Nulliner
Georgia Vail Peintner
Joshua Timothy Romaine
Katherine Danielle Santry
C. Carleena Bonwell Sardinha
Kathryn Michelle Saunders
Destinee Shay Schroeder
Rachel Renee Self
Pilare’ Franchesia Simon
Abby Elizabeth Smith
Jennifer Reigh Smith
Jonathan Christopher SoFian
Michelle Ann Sokolowski
Meagan Leanne Underwood
Trent Rustin VanHuss
Erin Elizabeth Vock
Lauren Kathleen Webb
Tiffany Nicole Webb
Grant Joseph John West
Evan James White
Autumn Lee Williams
Danny Lee Williams
Anna Michelle Zschiesche

• **Russian Language and Literature** •

Brian Thomas Hanson
Kaylan Kristine Lee

Mark Whitfield Nelson

• **Sociology** •

Rulon J. Anderson
Taylor Scott Brown
Michelle June Browne
Ryan Andrew Combs
Daisha Lee Delano
Sidney Elizabeth Doane
Christina M. Elliott
Hollis Henry Griffin, Jr.
Micah Hunter Harris
Brandi Beth Herren
Carol Deloris-Lee Hopkins
Jourdan L. Johnson
Icey-Lee Mbau
Felicia N. McCorkell Robertson
Kaile Kristine McCurren
Nathaniel Alden McGuire

Sophie Yvonne Nulliner
Jaclyn Leigh Osterstock
Fred William Patterson III
Terri Suzan Pena
Lindsay Joy Rademakers
Elizabeth Ross Snyder
Eric Mitchell Spencer
Chase Wilson Thresher
Samantha Lynn West
Jessica Ann White
London Amalie Whitlaw
Patrick David Whitley
Alissa Leann Williams
Cory Tyler Wilson
Evan Mitchell Woodson

• **Spanish** •

Andrea Michelle Cerar
Erin Elizabeth Chancey

Tara Lyn Cooper
Alexandra E. Hall
Shane Robert Hewson  Philip Dean Miller
Jeffrey Wade Johnson  Emily Kira Sims
Rachel Victoria Kelch  Amelia Jeannette Wilson

* Sports Media *
Marissa Anne Belzer  Mitchell John Murphy
Evan Carl Fahrbach

* Strategic Communication *
Amanda Kay Becker  Emily Kathryn Nielsen
Kellee Stover Cooper  Mark Edward Pinkerton
Abigail Reese Coppinger  Shanese Pollard
Danielle Lauren Dodd  Julie Renee Ratliff
Brittanie N. Douglas  Randi Nichole Rother
Samuel Adam Durbin  Debra Mollie Schlegel
Anna E. Geary  Mark William Stephens
Clyde Ritchey Grimes, Jr.  Sabrina Swanger
Bridget Anne Harkin  Dana N. Terhune
Matthew David Hunt  Shelby Lauren Unruh
Carly M. Kindrick  Natalie Alain Wallace
Riley Ann Longacre  Sonya Rochelle Wallace
Mackenzie Kate McDaniel  Macey Beth Wilson
Megan S. McElhaney  Madison D. Wooster

* Theatre *
Brianna Nicole Anderson  Brandon Ray Smith
Wesley Albert James  Jade Taylor Webb
Natalia Marie Rossi

Summer 2013 Candidates

* American Studies *
LeAnn Lindstrom  Laura Ann Willis

* Art *
Lauren Elizabeth Gardner  Katherine Hope Van Patten

* English *
Jacob Hugh Bollinger  Julia Diane Morris
Timothy Ray Cole

* History *
Peter M. Damicone  Dean Alan Oldham
Eden Rebecca Ichniowski  David Trenton Riley
Shane A. Murphy

* Journalism and Broadcasting *
Trace Jordan Darr  Chelsea Olivia Ellis
Laci L. Davidson

* Liberal Studies *
Sara Antar Affify

* Philosophy *
Joseph Samuel Price
• Political Science •
Ryan Ray Davenport
Tuong Quan Pham Nguyen
Susan Marguerite Simkins
Mylin A. Stripling

• Psychology •
Karen Mariel Aguirre Fuentes
Sterling Kortez Ballard
Ashley Laura Bilyeu
Kristopher Lamar Bradley
Lexie Ann Brosen
Ethan Seth Cooper
Allison Michelle Freeman
Kelcyn Jace Griffith
Nicholas Taylor Harris
Leslie Ann Johnson
Misty Eileen Lane
Mickael Shane Lee
Shara Nicole McBroom
Mia Lauren Solomon
Peyton Parris Stacy

• Sociology •
Rachelynn Corinne Coffman
Ebony Lasaun Littlefield

• Spanish •
Stephanie Nava
Adele Lea Wishon

• Sports Media •
Jenna R. Fletcher

• Strategic Communication •
Kyle Bottger
Brynna Rose Harris

• Theatre •
Chandra Abbrianna Kelsey

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Spring 2013 Candidates

• Art •
Brandon Charles Beichler
Amy Alane Bieberdorf
Jason Richard Camarse
Lauren D. Coleman
Kelli R. Coughenour
Brittany Renee Crow
Kyle Lynn Duncan
Leah Lynn Francis
William Ray Harwood III
Amber Hawkins
Elizabeth Ann Heath
Mikki Sue Murphy
Vanessa Ilene Pettit
Kacey Renae Roach
Dylan Michael Rooks
Annasthaeyzsia Adrienne Samuel
Lacey Jade Schultz
James Smith
Stephen Ty Sommers
Lopeeta Sudhakar Tawde
Kinsey Lee Vinson

• Theatre •
Patterson Henry Allen
Christopher Haviland Bell
Jennifer Rose Herbel
John Edward Leos
Bachelor of Music

Spring 2013 Candidates

• Music •
  Kylie Rae Ahern
  Rainier Antonio Crespo
  Caleb Nathaniel Ketcham
  Benjamin P. Korzelius
  Jessica Ann Villm
  Chelsey Nadine Wilburn

• Music Education •
  Matthew Robert Barnes
  Sean Joshua Gartner
  Rachel Jean Goering
  Sean Matthew McKinney
  Sara Marie Moehle
  Amy Margaret Pitts
  Kathryn Julianne Rolf
  Charles L. Stewart

Summer 2013 Candidates

• Music Education •
  Matthew Leon McCormack
  Kristin L. Megert

Bachelor of Science

Spring 2013 Candidates

• Biochemistry •
  Courtney Rose Anderson
  Aaron David Dohanich
  Elizabeth Grace O. Pascual
  Mrinalini Krushna Patil
  Laura Meghan Rachlin
  Ian Scott Reutlinger
  Rachel Leigh Rice
  Priscilla Lynn Van Maanen

• Biological Science •
  Anthony Michael Balda
  Alexandra Marie Butsko
  Jacob Que Byers
  Jason Neal Culp
  Meghan Kathleen Farley
  Madison Breann Field
  Alissa Nicole Fisher
  Mark Lee Francis
  Victoria Fratczak
  Michelle Lynn Fritts
  Cory Matthew Gray
  Jamie Craig Greenwood II
  Jeffrey Scott Henderson
  Shane Brody Hnatusko
  Roshelle Amie Hogan
  Linsea Diane Howard
  Lisa Christine Hughes
  Tara DeAnn Jorski
  Doga Karyaldiz
  Katherine Bess Kirkpatrick
  Kiersten Diane McGonigal
  Robyn Kaye Mihandoost
  Garrett Parker Peresko
  Victoria Dian Rankin
  Matthew Alan Roberts
  Mayra Salazar
  Cameron Michael Sikes
  Kyle Jordan Sikes
  Christina Marie Strnad
  Sarah Marie Tabb
  Courtney Nicole Toelle
  Dani Jonea Trueblood
  Ashley Nicole Vester
  Emily Elizabeth Voss
  Holly Jane Wehde

• Botany •
  Nadjeschda Johanna Goertz
  Chelsea Elizabeth Smith
• Chemistry •
Alyson Nicole Armour Matthew Alexander Downey
Alyson Elizabeth Colin Aaron Fowler
Reina Marie Davidson

• Communication Sciences and Disorders •
Paloma Monarque Badinelli Molly Mae Kober
Jarrod Allen Battles Lauren Marie Larres
Lindsay Brooke Blan Treva Nadine Lyons
Hilary Lynn Brander Hannah K. Mahan
Kristen Renee Carr MaKinzie Blak Michael
Bailey Cheyenne Caughern Kristen Michelle Mumma
Rebecca Allison Chesney Madison Taylor Newton
Cathleen Shannon Childs Claire Elizabeth Pringle
Lisa Sue Conley Amanda Renee Rohling
Caley Erin Frances Conner Shelbi Rae Samples
Kalin Aerial Loy Dyer Daniel Anderson Smith
Erin M. Estrem Kristin Elizabeth Stanberry
Lauren Nicole Folse Abby Richelle Stephens
Chelsey Renee Fry Kayla Danielle Stover
Kristin Jeanelle Green Kylee Michelle Sullivan
Sarah Elise Hammer Brittani Lee Thompson
Kyle Andrew Harber Haley Jane Thompson
Carolyn Emery Hawes Kayla Deserae Weaver
Morgan Leigh Hensley Amanda Lee Wray
Haylee Brooke Hopkins Lauren Candice Yearsley
Allysson Lane Karnes Adeline Louise Zsiga

• Computer Science •
Joseph Edward Jones Ali Casey Emilio Holgado
Austin Carter Dobbs William Patrick Kita
Kevin Andrew Ebersole Graham Lee Parker
John Graves Garrett Sean Alan Redburn
Jordan Richard Greenway Joseph Stalling
Harlan Matthew Gross Kayla M. Stubblefield
Derek Reed Gutekunst Marcus Ryan Trahan
Christina Nicole Hagen Helena Yuan

• Economics •
Brodrick Tyriell Brown Mason Lee Halcomb
Jacob Que Byers Morgan Elizabeth Hammock
Michael R. Clyburn Gregory Joseph Thompson
Caleb Andrew Elrod

• Geography •
Helen Whitney Agnew Alexander Robert Voit
Michael Jeffrey Sloan

• Geology •
Kathleen Elizabeth Brant Taylor Reid Landress
Logan Arron Chatterton Anne Elizabeth Miller
Clarke Ryan Fisher Steven Patrick Myers
Nicole Constance Paizis  Philip Alexander VandenBorn
Stacy Dea Sutliff

• Journalism and Broadcasting •
Max William Barowski  Christopher Ashton Matthews
Matthew Ryan Derycke  Alexander Nelson
Andrew James Fultz  Melissa Ann Patterson
Kolin Joshua Keith Jones  David Henry Purdie
Haley S. Martin  Dylan Lee Stephens
Victoria L. Massey

• Liberal Studies •
Jennifer Sabine Barnard  Joseph Blake Hunter
Jenny Marie Beverage  Olivia Grace Oliver
Richard Thomas Hinkle

• Mathematics •
Michela Brittany Brooks  Chenoa Estelle Luther
Daniel Ownes Dixon  Dillon Ryan Redding
Aaron Fowler  Thomas Augustus Wright
Stefanie Renee Greenfield

• Microbiology •
Daniel Alan Angel

• Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology •
Erin Kristen Best  Jeffery S. McCrackin
Jessica Lynne Bradshaw  Alexandra Lauren McCully
Kelsie Lizbeth Brooks  Jamison Alexander Miller
Stefan Chance Parnell Caldwell  Jana Leigh Morrow
Desiree Nicole Childs  Amber Nicole Parsonault
Tyler Andrew Downing  Candace LeeAnn Ray
Bryan Kirk Duell  Rachel Leigh Rice
Jennifer Eve Gaither  Rachel Christine Rickards
Jamie Craig Greenwood ll  Angela Ruth Rick
Bethany Grace Kellehan  Ryan Patrick Shannon
John L. Lehew  Priscilla Lynn Van Maanen
Kory Lynn Luker  Briana Nicole Willis
Kimberley Nicole Matocha  Rosalina Marie Yorks

• Multimedia Journalism •
Chelsea Leigh Judge  Justin Matthew Racette
Michael Vincent Martin  Derrick Colton Scott
Kristen Lee McConnaughey  Chelsea Jean Tays
Nikola Kay Paschal

• Physics •
Natalie Michele Camp  Trevor Bryce Word

• Physiology •
Austin Michael Curry  Samantha Jayne Gibbons
Gary Clark Bundren Fennema  Brent Tyler Harkrider
Jeffrey Calvin Hendrickson
Michael Christian Hooper
Daniel W. Jones
Jerrod Douglas King
Kellie Lynn Lawrence
Joshua Dale Mathis
Jessica Ashlee McCall
Laurel Elizabeth Meysing
Taylor Anne Moch

Taylor Ann Reed
Pierre Andre Ruhlmann
Jammy Sophia Salinas
Emily Lynne Sweeney
Adrian C. Walker
Robert Marshall Walter
Caleb Owen Wood
Kendra Rose Woodson

• Political Science •
Shawn Michael Drewke
Elijah T. Ellis-Hathaway
Andrew Glenwood Giger
Joshua David Guy
Jerry Lee Harvey, Jr.
Lauren Ashley Mansour
Jeffrey Bruce Roderick

Stephen Michael Rogers
Bayleigh S. Sharp
Ian Aneil Shutler
Destiny Jordan Wagoner
Shelby Dylane Waller
Matthew Michael Willhite

• Psychology •
Katee Marie Austin
Kathleen Elizabeth Baskin
Nichole Gabrielle Brown
Gabriela Ines Burlison
Lauren Joy Craig
Jamie Lee Davila
Rhiannon Elayne Dennis
Christopher W. Dinges
Allison Marie Dittman
Sean L. Duffy
Mickaela Lynne Ellard
Michael Craig Fitzgerald
Tabitha Caitlin Fleming
Brandon J. Harrower
Juliana Hellstern
Aisling Virginia Henschel
Andrew L. Hughes
Annitta Elois Johnson
Tyler Lee Johnson
Zachary R. Johnson
Doga Karyaldiz

Abby Jane Kilian
Morgan Ashlee Kubat
Brianna Tynice McDaris
Jessica Erin Miner
Schrenna Longeit Palmer
Alecia Beth Rains
Staci Lee Riddle
Alisha Risner
Joshua Royce Robertson
Falisha Lucretia Shoun
Cree Cathleen Simpson
Tamika Shanta Smith
Jordan Lynn Spencer
Matthew Ryan Stailey
Rebecca Lynnette Tagoe
Blake Aaron Tedlock
Ned Alexander Thompson
Hannah B. K. Smith Toves
Amy Catherine Wingo
Brittany Marie Zaring-Hinkle

• Sociology •
Mary Catherine Amberg
Abbey Jean Ankenman
Kortni Michelle Barton
Oleksandra Belova
Cailey Bon Ashley Byers
William Colt Chandler
Wendy Helene Dehart
Miranda K. Farley
Zachary Lloyd Gamble

Adella Ann Hernandez
Brandon Marcus Ingham
Todd Michael Judkins
Patrick Allen Kitchens
Leigh Taylor Massey
Stefanie Ann Miller
Joshua Kyle Norton
Megan Blair Norton
James Gerald Psalidas
Acacia Rene Robins   Ashley L. Swarens
Kirsten Eve Shupe   Reese Kyle Tipton
Tyler Henry Souther   Tyson Carl Yoder

• Sports Media •
Alan Ryan Cox   Jeremiah Robert Lane
Jared Michael Emerson   James William Poling
Lauren A. Halvorson   Bryan Phillip Urbach
Jordan Lyndsey Hooks   Brandon D. Wilken

• Statistics •
Alec Chase Evans   John Ernest Snow
Danielle Marie Haury

• Strategic Communication •
Roseanne Kate Anderson   Alexa L. Ivins
Rachel Lauren Benbrook   Claire Elizabeth Jackson
Gregory Ernest Cambra   Justin Aaron Langston
Sara Elizabeth Cantrell   Alicia Marie Lewis
Stephen James Carpenter   Jacy Lyn Mercer
Kelsey Lynn Cosper   BreAnna Marie Morris
Kiara Angelica Ealy   Laura Danielle Neal
Andrew Benjamin Falsetti   Heather Morine Nelson
Sara A. Feverly   Dustin Ryan Pollard
Tori Glynn Forrest   Sarah Janeen Powers
Jennifer Lee Gilliland   Sara Kristin Rudeen
Kelsey Morgan Goddard   Courtney Lisa Swick
Wesley Scott Haddox   William James Vining
Sara Elizabeth Herbel   Aida Zepeda-Torres

• Zoology •
Victoria Dawn Cash   Erin Kathleen Nally
Audrey Lin Davis   Sara Lynn Ogle
Benjamin Charles DeWeese   Ashlea Clark Owens
Taylor A. Farris   Sally Luella Simpson
Hayley Beth Jaynes   Felicia Renee Smith
Ellen Olivia Jones   Kyle James Thomas
Natalie Ann Kipke   Michell Yvette Thompson
Arantxa Lasa   Joshua Jamil Warren
Heather McDaniel   Rosalina Marie Yorks
Jonathan Harrison Moss

Summer 2013 Candidates

• Biological Science •
Stephanie Christine Fulton   Lyle Armond Swift
Tara Leigh Anne Gradney   Chandler May White
Hallie Caitlin McCartney   Matthew T. Youngwirth

• Communication Sciences and Disorders •
Amy Marie Arjay   Shelby Lynn Eaton
Sarah E. Bond   Samantha Rae Garner
Taryn Kay Butler   Shelby N. Kirkpatrick
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Melissa Kate Nightingale  Brittany Shea Sanders  
Nitya Pravinkumar Patel  Jordan E. Singleton  

• Computer Science •  Robert M. Scott  Richard William Waller  

• Economics •  Mihaela Andreea Bobos  Michael Lee Sorvig  
Joseph Samuel Price  

• Geography •  Jessica Lynne Setzer  

• Geology •  Kourtney Jo Buckley  Joseph Wes Rutelonis  
Zachary Lyons Caraway  Stacy Rose Trowbridge  
Benjamin Lee Knight  

• Journalism and Broadcasting •  Sean Patrick Harris  Corey Peterson  

• Liberal Studies •  Abby Lynn Bodenhamer  Lauren Elizabeth Crowe  

• Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology •  Amanda Rain Behar  Trevor Vaughn Rogers  

• Multimedia Journalism •  Krystyna May Biassou  Kyla Jean McKown  

• Physics •  Jonathan Mitchell Harrison  

• Political Science •  Levi Waterman Bishop  Shelby Leigh Ross  

• Psychology •  David M. Blaho  Adam Joseph Kennedy  
Robyn Leigh Brannan  Samuel Prem Joel Rosario  
Wilmon Brown III  Benjamin August Schell  
Hadleigh Dawn Farren  Andrew Ryan Skousen  

• Sociology •  Alex Danylle Atkinson  Taylor Ryan Errico  
Darian Aloyce Brown  Joseph Ryan Sullivan  

• Sports Media •  Brandon Lee Just  Kale Scott Larkin
• Strategic Communication •
Morgan Elizabeth Boswell
Mallory Taylor Schrader
Alexander Heath Zimmerman

• Zoology •
Jordan M. O’Hara

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2013 Candidates

• University Studies •
Derek Tyler Auffenorde
Chanley Noelle Carey
Katie Liann Crawford
Kathryn Elizabeth Drennon
Jacquelyn Marie Elmer
Ashley Diane Gilliland
Caleb T. Goodman
Kelsi Nicole Hadwiger
Chris Hen Marie Heaton
Kelsey Lillian Louise Hiscott
Larinda Ann Holland
Christopher Lee King
Tiffany Danielle Platt
Elizabeth R. Price
Amanda K. Rader
Susan Abigail Roads
Stanley Livingston Sutton
Katy A. Towell
Simberleigh Danielle Turnbo

Summer 2013 Candidates

• University Studies •
Adam Hassan Akour
Christina Ann Durham
Bachelor of Science

Spring 2013 Candidates

• Aerospace Administration and Operations •
Nickolas James Bergert  Joshua Eric Meyers
Bryan Nicholas Bottoms  Tyler Wayne Muse
Sarah Caitlin Brown  Christopher Allen Neuok
Phillip Celerio Byrd  Beau Charles Ortiz
Joseph Francis Cashes  Kyle J. Parker
Christopher Charles Clark  Daniel Mark Perreira
Thomas R. Delpha  Stefan Michael Ralston
Jessica Erin Dobie  Heather Rose Rivera
Justin B. Doolin  Barry Martin Saltz
Jeremy James Dula  Aven Claire Sanders
Daniel Patrick Esquivel  Daniel Thomas Sherry
Gregory Alan Firth  Daniel Stephen Ter Haar
Samuel Varnie Ganawah  Dayton Scott Weatherford
Taelor Mark Hardesty  James Bradley Wheeker
Amy Marie Harris  Travis Neal Whitaker
Thomas Samuel Harris  Stephanie Elaine Williams
Jeffrey Gerard Lindstrom

• Athletic Training •
Stephanie Mary Ames  Caylin Christian Lynch
Mikala Brooke Anderson  Pamela Jeanise Partridge
Martin Allen Caine  Casey D. Schneider
Ashley Dawn Cody  Summer Paige Schuelein
Cody Robert Corntassel  Kelsea D. Schultz
Kayla Dawn Crissman  Morgan Glennell Sellers
Lauren Michel Estridge  Trisha Mae Shannon
Delaney Alyson Galloway  Elizabeth Paige Wheeler
Michael Aaron Goedecke  Erica C. Williamson
Kimberly Loy

• Career and Technical Education •
Wade J. Friesen  Sandy G. Payne

• Education •
Zachary Gray Ahern  Ryan Anthony Robinson
Randal Charles McCurry  Kye Lee Martin Staley
Jordan Michael Oliver  Eric D. West
Eun Ji Paek  Toni L. Young

• Elementary Education •
Bailey Ann Adams  Samantha Nicole Anderson
Lauren Grace Anderson  Taylor Nicole Anderson
Taylor Alexandra Barth  Tessa Camille Krieger
Sydni Jordan Belk  Elizabeth Ann Kuykendall
Jacqueline Lee Bennitt  Whitney Dawn Kyser
Jessica Lain Bishop  Katherine Rebecca Laird
Shelby L. Bishop  Rebekah Mae Lipman
Hailey Jordan Brydie  Alicia Danielle Lowe
Cayla Ashley Burdick  Sarah Marie Major
Courtney Elise Burnett  Barbara Lynn Marley
Callie Lorine Burt  Autumn Elizabeth Marsh
Kalie May Clickner  Megan Lea McDonald
Lauren Ashley Cooke  Kathleen Marie McTighe
Randi Kay Cowan  Erica Daye Miller
Erica Renae Dennis  Chelsea Grace Mize

Kelsey Nicole Anchors  Annie Marie Mudd
Alyson Leigh Clark  Erica Dianne Muncy
Kara Christine Cook  Daniale Louise Neighley
Emily JoDean Henderson  Jennifer D. Oliver
William Henry Hollopeter  Jennifer Nicoile Payne
Morgan Dakota Hill  Haley Elizabeth Pelosi
Monica Danielle Holford  Brittny Elizabeth Petre
Alexander Chase Hudson  Kati D. Pressley
Jordan Taylor Hurley  Taryn Kaylee Quinlan
Katy DeAnn Jantzen  Adrian Rachelle Reed
Kelsey Nicole Keter  Allison Marie Rucinski
Emily Taylor Kissick  Sarah E. Rybicki
Amy N. Klinger  Megan Denise Sanders
Katherine Victoria Kohler  Scott Dewayne Scharabok

*Health Education and Promotion*
Kelsey Nicole Anchors  Allison Shea Scott
Alyson Leigh Clark  Colton Thomas Smith
Kara Christine Cook  Kylla Dene Smith
Emily JoDean Henderson  Hadley Quin Spears
William Henry Hollopeter  Jamee Anne Sturdevant
Morgan Dakota Hill  Malorie Nicole Tackett
Monica Danielle Holford  Whitney Leonna Taylor
Alexander Chase Hudson  Barbara Jean Tillison
Jordan Taylor Hurley  Valerie Megan Trudel
Katy DeAnn Jantzen  Danae Catherine Wendling
Kelsey Nicole Keter  Hailey Elizabeth White
Emily Taylor Kissick  Samuel Roy Whitley
Amy N. Klinger  Taylor Marie Whitney
Katherine Victoria Kohler  Rebecca Ann Williams
Steven J. Wilson  Tara Elizabeth Williams
Randi Ruth Yost  Hailey Elizabeth White
• **Leisure Studies** •

Christopher Ryan Armstrong
Courtney Leigh Ann Bayhylle
Hayley N. Beard
David Allen Bingham
James Charles Black
Carl Aaron Bunch
Katelyn Elizabeth Green
Joshua Powell Gresham

Christian Michael Hamby
Jasmine LaVon Lewis
Anna-Marie Mackey
Bobby Wayne Mizell
Autumn Layne Moses
Michael Lile Mote
Kari Ann Watson
Braden Allen Zelnicek

• **Physical Education** •

Jesse Wade Florence
Bryson Duran Hutchins
Kirkland Lee Kinzie
Michala Ann Paris

Colin David Rogers
Keirstin Leann Sixkiller
Challie Danae Sweeney

• **Secondary Education** •

Shaima Abdullah Alanazi
Jessica Rae Argraves
Ashley Elizabeth Bagwell
Tyler Cole Baskins
Elizabeth Claire Bertels
Matthew Lee Bovos
Reese Lynn Brickman
Beverly Anne Brown
Tiffany Lynn Brown
Ty Dale Burns
Katelyn Lauri Caudle
Anthony David Cooksey
Aaron Keith Daly
Courtney Lin Davis
Dannylene C. Driver
Kyle Ian Frederick
Chelsea Tanille Garcia
Cody J. Gorman
Emily Anne Handy
Chelsea Anne Hildebrandt
Eric Kyle Hodge
Erik Dyron Holt
Natalie Caroline Hunter
Vanessa Jimenez
Regan Nicole Jurgensen
Lindsey Rene Keller

Emily Rose Lissuzzo
Matthew Ryan Lohn
Alison Ann McClain
Justin Lane McCubbin
Andrew Jordan McIlwee
Lauren Tracy McIntire
Ross Alexander McKay
Katherine Brigitte Miller
Syndie Marie Ondracek
Denae Nicole Packard
Edward Doyle Perry
Carly Ann Pike
Brandon Cole Ramirez
Cody Russell Sherburn
Keaton M. Smiley
Rachelle E. Smith
Joshua Paul Stearns
Sydney Lauryn Steidley
Mahalah Eden Stewart
Christina Marie Vasquez
Jamie Michelle Wade
Jeremy Thomas Willis
Daniel Alan Wingender
Shelby Catherine Wright
Zechariah D. Wright
Summer 2013 Candidates

• Aerospace Administration and Operations •
Garrett Cassody  Joseph P. Kochick
Mitchell Ryan Cox  Heather Michelle Lockhart
Andrew Leonel Deras-Turner  Tuong Quan Pham Nguyen
Zachary Mark Evans  Gary Lee Poindexter
Kevin D. Falls  Jose Humberto Ramirez
Paul Andrew Field  Alex Connor Templin

• Athletic Training •
Dylan Nall

• Education •
Andrae Graham May

• Health Education and Promotion •
Bailey Melissa Adams  Kristin Lynn Hurst
Madison Renee Billings  Jaime R. Jestes
Emily B. Bonner  Whitney Jean LeGrand
Danielle Michaela Brown  Andrew Jess Mireles
Mitchell Ryan Buckmaster  Rachel Elizabeth Potter
Jackson P. Chiwanga  Casey Daniele Ramsey
Steven Matthew Elish  Micara Anne Rice
Colby Andrew Ellis  Jessica Christine Richardson
Brooke Ann Gritters  Racheal Marie Russell
Erin Theresa Guedry  Ryan Luke Stark
Jacob Russell Hart  Hannah Margaret Williamson
Courtney Jean Huggins  Jordan Rae Young
Zachary Joseph Hupp

• Leisure Studies •
Raquel Gabrielle Paige Alfred  Bridgette Diane Hogarth
Courtney DeAnn Baker  Phillip Bradford Mannschreck
Lauren J. Bear  Emma Lea Meyer
Chantis Nicole Draper  Mason Gregory Moore
Elliott Miles Edens  David Ross Redman
Lexi Lee Gregg  Faith Eileen Wilkins

• Secondary Education •
Alexandra La May-Hilderbrand  Angela Marie Mc Claflin
Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2013 Candidates

• University Studies •

Sara M. Acosta  Ryan O’Niel McBean
Joshua Kirk Berntsen  Jentry Kendall McLaughlin
Tamara Danell Brown  Patrick Stuart McLaughlin
Kylie Ann Castonguay  Girma G. Mecheso
Jessica D. Crawford  Carley Faye Miller
Morgan Taylor Cuaderes  Wesley LaMonte Moore
Rachel Elizabeth Curtiss  Emily Nicole Morgenstern
John Stephen Eaton  Jean-Paul Olukemi
Lindsay Michelle Engler  Sarah Elizabeth Robinson
Ewing Enoch Floyd  Quinn Alan Sharp
Gregory Ryan Gibson  Brandon Kyle Stewart
Jessee Nevada Hankins  Julie Marie Ward
Audrianna Laurin Huang  Olivia M. Wilson
Karl J. Klein  Jared Clark Womack
Kaylinn Ashley Mayfield

Summer 2013 Candidates

• University Studies •

Jason Neal Eslinger  Caroline Elizabeth Randall
Jessica Elizabeth Flores  Jordan Kaelyn Upshaw
Travis J. Grooms  Nichole Michelle Warner
Kendra Lee May
College of Engineering, Architecture & Technology
Paul Tikalsky, Dean

Bachelor of Architectural Engineering
Spring 2013 Candidates
Ryan Dean Baskin
Jared Anthony Boyles
Kylee Ann Caesar
Erica Cherie Castillo

Summer 2013 Candidate
Christopher Maxwell

Bachelor of Architecture
Spring 2013 Candidates
Benjamin Scott Clayton
Mark Anthony Davis
Bethany Grace Enerson
Nicholas Hugh Forthman
Aaron Michael Guthridge
Katy Lynn Harlow
Elizabeth Nissi Hinkle
Chris W. Huber
Trevor James LaBrosse

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
Spring 2013 Candidates
Alyssa Shearon Avery
Alexander N. Colom
Zachary David Cooper
Logan Blaine Fitzsimmons
Karl Frederick Grosz
Clint Austin Hicks
Joshua Robert Koehn
Carlos Rafael Martos
Zachary David McCoy
Andrew Keith Michels
Tyler Maurice Nally
Corey Andrew Norlin
Christopher James Perry
William Ryan Poulos
Emily Jane Rogers

Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
Spring 2013 Candidates
Lucky Airehrou, Jr.
Tarron Allen Ballard
Cameron Mancill Buswell  Marshall Blake Oldham
Michael Anthony Chavez  Justin Micheal O’Neal
Charles Collin Craig  Qualla Jo Parman
Kelsey Paige Criswell  Sarah Marie Reiss
Staci Michelle Cuccio  Kevin D. Roehm
Justin Wayne Frazier  Kevin Paul Roewe
Tanisha Renay Hamm  Drew Hayden Sutterfield
Kristi Nicole Harkrider  Jared Swart
Sibongile Faith Hlatywayo  George Edward Tietz VII
Kalan Flint Holbrook  Ryan Kelly Turner
Timothy Lee Hunt  Molly Katherine Vich
Ryan Andrew Johnson  Kaden Michael Wanger
Landon Scott Johnston  Wesley Ray Wegener
Jonathan Chan Lim  Daniel Christopher Whittlesey
Mikayla Marie Marvin  Denise LaJean Jemison Young
Colt Lee Medley  Tyler Dwight Zimbelman
John Lee Morris

Summer 2013 Candidates

Adam Bradley Avey  Andrew Steven Dickey

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Spring 2013 Candidates

Ahmed Imad Abdalla  Bradley Johnathon Misialek
Danica Leann Brown  John Matthew Miskelly
Nicholas Ryan Cain  Adam Nathaniel Moran
Amanda Jane Cruce  Kaston Geoffrey Murrell
Maria Khanh-Quyen Dang  Nathan Lee Nahmias
Melissa Catherine Davis  Lam Dang Nguyen
Daniel Ownes Dixon  Cameron Allen Pearce
Buddy Lynn Evans  Nicholas Eugene Russell
Brendan Joseph Fox  Cason J. Sanders
Kyle S. Hampton  Jennifer Lynn Scott
Katherine Elizabeth Haning  William Walker Scott
Kristin Anne Higgins  Charles Everett Short
Alyssa Marie Holton  Trey Dalton Simpson
Brian Joshua  Caleb J. Sisco
Caleb Crittendon King  Mark Ryan Smith
Leigh Ann Krause  Jeremy Ryan Taylor
Michelle Ann Loken  Brian Thomas Todhunter
Osbert Luong  Rachel Elizabeth Vinson
Anna Marie Matthews  Gabriele Yuliana

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Spring 2013 Candidates

Moussa Ibrahim El-Hamati  Neal Edward Mooers
David Tyler Griffin  Andrew James Reynolds
Yi He  Andrew Schimenti
Zachary Northrop Keith  Matthew Dean Trowbridge
Eric M. Lundgren  Jordan Alexandra Welch
Summer 2013 Candidates
Taylor Crockett Davis  Eric Michael Schneider

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Spring 2013 Candidates
William Michael Flanery  Matthew Paul Goranson
Matthew F. Gaalswyk

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Spring 2013 Candidates
Toluwani E. Awoyele  Cristina Carmen Navarro
Blair Armand Baldridge  Tomas Adam Olivas
Benjamin Zachariah Bruce  Andrew Wayne Rogers
Thomas N. Burrow  Darrell Ray Rowan
Michael Kenneth Butler  Alexander Keith Whiteway
Joshua Andrew Dickson  Jake Mitchell Wyzard
Matthew Stockton Fears  Mohamed Bashir Zendah
Jason Hans McQuary

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology

Spring 2013 Candidates
• Construction Management Technology •
Everett R. Adam Bennett Ill  Lacy Leigh Laizure
Trent Gregory Braden  Brandon James Lakin
Jeremy Daniel Breaux  Hung Van Le
Emily Dorrell Britton  Cameron Wayne Leach
C. Keaton Bushyhead  Sean George Leonard
Bradley Michael Case  Justin Eugene Lockwood
Tyler McAllen Cooper  Brandon Neal Madden
Whitney Faith Delozier  Dillon Lee Madden
Kelsey Lynn DeMuth  Anna Christine McCord
Zachary Ryan Denison  Zackery Don Messner
James Robert Dickerson  Luke Archer Murphy
Austin Lee Edgar  Cory Brett Riddle
James Edward Fishburn  Brandon Jacob Russell
Garrett Woodson Gilmore  Kyle Christopher Saindon
Brady Aaron Gullekson  Christian Dolores Smith
Phillip Jordan Gunderson  David Andrew Stamper
Brock David Halverson  William Christopher Thurman
Harrison Drew Haugland  Foster Lee Wilcox
Jason Christopher Hladik  Reon Joseph Williams
Brian Southwell Ivey  Nicholas Vaughn Witte
Taylor Collin Jolley  Andrew Jared Woodyard
Randall R. Knight  Miles Alexander Young

• Electrical Engineering Technology •
Joshua Clark Baldridge  Adam Arrell Gribben
Keith Allen Burns  Michael Wayne Keller
Jeff K. Chadwick  Nathan Wade Kliwer
Theresa Anne Fairbairn  Zachary Phillip Spellings
James E. Spencer, Jr.  Delaney Mickael Stephens

• Fire Protection and Safety Technology •

Eric James Andresen  Matthew Nash McMurtrey
Jacob Stone Ayers  Chase A. Miller
Ryan James Banks  Shane W. Newell
Garrett Allen Callaham  Scott R. Nuttall
Randy Ngoc Hiep Cao  Daniel Patrick Olivas
Wesley Kyle Deen  Jennifer Leann Pfennig
Michael John Edwards  Jason Pierce Robison
Dominique J. Elliott  Quinton Lee Rogers
Charles Douglas Frey  Nicholas Wace Shideler
Burns Madison Getchell  Kevin L. Stamper
Matthew Haskell Holland  Trevor Leon Sweeney
Joshua B. Jones  Ami Joy Van Nostrand
Thomas Samuel Lapointe  Matthew Lie Young
Matthew Phillip McCombie

• Mechanical Engineering Technology •

James A. Bailey  Justin Douglas McBride
Anthony M. Barnett  Justin Leroy McCall
Jaivon Quintario Bradford  Christopher Demarcis Mosley
Andrew Jordan Branson  Jonathan Kolt Paige
Joddi Danielle Briseno  Adam Israel Pena
Logan R. Brunkenhoefer  Pete Ramos, Jr.
James Tucker Davis  Kenneth Francis Root, Jr.
Brian P. DeWitt  Dillon Taylor Satterwhite
Marvin Ewere Ebigwu  Caleb Joshua Schmeling
Godwin Omotayo Ekpek  Collin Patrick Self
Wesley Richard Fentress  Ryan Lee Smith
Blake Hunter Holz  Ben Wakeling
Steven Lee Imgarten  Daniel Jordan Wetta
Michael Brandon Mayhugh

Summer 2013 Candidates

• Electrical Engineering Technology •

Michael Xavier Ledesma

• Fire Protection and Safety Technology •

Travis Mitchell Forducey  Deric Robert Luetkemeyer

• Mechanical Engineering Technology •

Brandon David Felts  Daniel Taylor Highfill
John Matthew Headrick  Cody S. Warren

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management

Spring 2013 Candidates

Anthony E. Dyer  Zamani Khumalo
Sarah Elizabeth Edwards  Erin Melissa Lee
Kristina Mariah George  Kaitlin Elizabeth Lundquist
Brandon K. Martens  Zachary Hilton Roberts
Steven Miklosko  Hwayeon Seo
Jeffrey Michael Moravec  Kaleb Cortez Sharp
Tori Jae Morgan  James Ryan Sullivan
Taylor McCann New  Yan Hao Tai
Ajay Reddy  Natalie Elizabeth Whalen
Kaila Sky Reeder  Natalie Elizabeth Whalen

**Summer 2013 Candidate**

Amy D. Zeckser

**Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering**

**Spring 2013 Candidates**

- Jonathon Paul Beyer
- Beau Michael Bromley
- Corey Don Byars
- Perry D. Carroll
- Courtney Ann Causey
- Hak Kae Chon
- Wilford Gene Collins, Jr.
- Zachary David Cooper
- Konstantin K. Derevyanko
- Zakaria Awad Saad Elkarghli
- Austin Wayne Elledge
- Vance Lynn Golden
- Timothy Maxey Gregston
- Karl Frederick Grosz
- Ayman Taleb Hamzeh
- Joseph Edward Heald
- Robert James Hills, Jr.
- Matthew Cody Hollen
- Brett M. Hutchens
- Jin-Tae Kim
- Jubal Jacob Kurudamannil
- Clayton W. Lindsey
- Steven Michael Littrell
- Efren Luevano
- Hugh Francis Maguire
- Carlos Rafael Martos
- Zachary David McCoy
- Luis J. Molina
- Joshua Michael Monaghan
- Tyler Maurice Nally
- Kyle Hunter Newton

- Carl R. Nickles, Jr.
- Lashun R. Oakley
- Riley Daniel O’Hearn
- Caleb Alan Osberghaus
- Tatiana Perry
- Stephen James Polkowski
- Steven Wayne Pyron
- Frank Alejandro Radaelli
- Jarod Don Ray
- Kyle Andrew Riggs
- Emily Jane Rogers
- Samuel Alan Rose
- Kenneth Lee Ross
- James Budd Salisbury
- Christopher Rudy Sanchez
- Trenton Lee Short
- Gerrit Lee Simpson
- Austin Michael Sims
- Dustin Wayne Sloan
- John Joseph Staskal
- Michael R. Story
- Alex John Suhren
- Jacob Robert Swanson
- Seth Daniel Tate
- Emily Nicole Walker
- Lucas Allen Walker
- Daniel Carl Wallace
- Darryl Lamarr Wells, Jr.
- Letha Dianne Williams
- Derek Grant Willson
- Nathaniel Wroe Woody

**Summer 2013 Candidates**

- Cody Bigheart Backward
- Michael L. Bryant
- Chapman Pierce Hancock
- David Alan Horn
- Tracy Renee Lawson

- Brant Mitchel Lozano
- Michael Dale Whitlock
- Brian Matthew Wolfgeher
- Thiam Wong
College of Human Sciences
Stephan M. Wilson, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences
Spring 2013 Candidates

• Design, Housing and Merchandising •

Amanda A. Akers
Emily Kathleen Albritton
Arden Katherine Biard
Alexis Ann Maureen Blair
Alyse L. Boynton
Abby Marie Briscoe
Hannah Hyewon Chang
Lindsay M. Choi
Kathryn Claire Coffey
Katie Ellen Cole
Kylee E. Cooper
Meagan Noelle Cordero
Caroline Powell Cotten
Kaley L. Culbertson
Nicoie Lynn Davison
Ashley Elizabeth C. DeVenney
Alexandra Dawn Floresca
Kyla April Garcia
Malorie Jean Gordon
Emma Claire Griffin
Justine Lynae Hall
Kaylee Ellen Hamman
Emily Elane Hansen
Cally Victoria Hendrick
Crystal Gail Holland
Emily Kate Holt

Theresa Ann Hudson
Allyson Marie Jones
Meghan McCarley Jones
Hannah Lauren Keffer
Melanie Renee Leonard
Hannah Melissa Masnek
Sarah Elizabeth Melson
Courtney Leigh Moore
Kara Ellen Osgood
Holly Marie Reid
Jenny Kathleen Ruggs
Alexis Marie Sears
Anna Lynn Smith
Cheyenne Lee Stansberry
Natalie Jo Teachman
Kathryn Elizabeth Tubbs
Elizabeth C. Tucker
Autumn Tyler
Kelsey Nicole Vaverka
Rani Leigh Vernier
Chelsea Wadsworth
Cassady M. Weha
Dakota Jaye Wickliffe
Elizabeth Ann Williams
Teresa Cathleen Williams

• Hotel and Restaurant Administration •

Emily Elizabeth Anderson
Rose Nichole Arthur
Sean David Bartlett
Alexa Leigh Berlemann
Garrett Kevin Brazier
Sara Michelle Budke
Xinyi Cai
Paige Kalyn Castleberry
Kaiyue Chen
Evan Daniel Cook
Stuart J. Corder
Lauren Elizabeth Crawford
Meghan Kristine Dixon
Amanda Jordan Flynn
Tehren Danee Garland

Gabriella Eleanor Garozzo
David Michael Hahn
Menglin He
Xinyi He
Patrisha Dileen Hilliard
Junqing Huang
Rachel Beth Huckabee
Sarah Elizabeth Hulse
Courtney Elizabeth Jones
Molly Anna Kester
Veera H. Korjala
Xiaoyi Li
Shijun Lin
Brock Carlisle London
Jarred K. Lopez
Samantha Leigh Maze  Salena Lynn McCarter  Emma Jean McCrary  Gabrielle M. McHaffie
Amanda Ingram Miller  Mary Elise Moore  Lauren Anne Neundorf  Megan Ashley Phipps
Yang Qiao  Amanda Jane Schremmer  Rebecca Anne Schuetz  Jordan Riley Smith
Suzanne A. Albright  Marsha Ambrose  Michelle Renee Anthony  Nicole Christine Banker
Lauren Nicole Barr  Emily Jane Barsh  Caroline Michelle Boyd  Michelle Diane Bugh
Elizabeth Anne Burns  Emily Christine Caine  Aaron Joseph Conkling  Brady Elise Cook
Kelli Michelle Cothran  Cynthia Jean Courtright  Melanie Louise Cunningham  Kristin Natalie Dargel
Stephanie Nicole Drymon  Shanae RaeDawn Fourkiller  Karla Lucero Fuentes  Kelsie Reann Furgason
Elyse Brianne Garren  Cathryn Denee Gibbs  Jara D. Griffin  Jamie Lynn Hamrick
Hayley E. Hasler  Jenifer Ann Heusel  Felica Ruth Holland  Alissa Diane Imler
Michael Wayne James  Jennifer Leigh Jeter  Cari Ann Kaiser  Amy Jo Kirkpatrick
Bailea Katrina Kosbau  Megan Ryan Maguire  Hilary Brooke Mahoney
Sydney Rose Standridge  Jessica Szeto  Yuwei Tang  Amanda Christine Welch
Mackenzie Jean White  Daixun Wu  Kang Wu  Weilin Xu
Jing Yu  Junbin Zeng  Huimin Zhong

* Human Development and Family Science *
Suzanne A. Albright  Marsha Ambrose  Michelle Renee Anthony  Nicole Christine Banker
Lauren Nicole Barr  Emily Jane Barsh  Caroline Michelle Boyd  Michelle Diane Bugh
Elizabeth Anne Burns  Emily Christine Caine  Aaron Joseph Conkling  Brady Elise Cook
Kelli Michelle Cothran  Cynthia Jean Courtright  Melanie Louise Cunningham  Kristin Natalie Dargel
Stephanie Nicole Drymon  Shanae RaeDawn Fourkiller  Karla Lucero Fuentes  Kelsie Reann Furgason
Elyse Brianne Garren  Cathryn Denee Gibbs  Jara D. Griffin  Jamie Lynn Hamrick
Hayley E. Hasler  Jenifer Ann Heusel  Felica Ruth Holland  Alissa Diane Imler
Michael Wayne James  Jennifer Leigh Jeter  Cari Ann Kaiser  Amy Jo Kirkpatrick
Bailea Katrina Kosbau  Megan Ryan Maguire  Hilary Brooke Mahoney
Christina Elyse McKinney  Abbey R. Morgan  Chelsey Elizabeth Mortensen  Meredith Aimee Mullenix
Talley Michelle Noland  Alysen Nicole Nunley  Megan Paige O’Kane  Michelle Renee Ondak
Katie L. Osborn  Beth Alison Peck  Kasey Jean Peelen  Kelsey Cheyenne Pitts
Casey Lauren Prine  Jennifer L. Pynn
Angela Carol Reinert  Megan E. Reynolds  Margaret P. Rischar  Alyson Nichole Roeser
Margaret A. Shorter  Natalie Nicole Sibole  Hilary Denise Skaggs  Macey Erin Soergel
Brittany P. Solomon  Jordan Marie Soto  Julie Kaye Swaringim  Kim Swayne
Kandice Jennell Talbert  Kamron Gage Tipton  Jasmine Shereece Trotter
Hannah Elizabeth Underwood  Ashley Lynn VonderHaar  Annalisa Kandice White  Megan Leigh Ann Wickett
Courtney E. Wince  Felisha Dawn Yoder
• Nutritional Sciences •
Ashley Brooke Albert           Megan Ann Marchesano
Andrea Renee Bane              Abbey Nicole Mauldin
Priscilla Ann Blevins          Christy Ann McElreath
Courtney Gayle Branch          Elise Renee Montee
Thomas Michael Briggs          Crystal Dawn Moore
Holly Ann Brogdon              Laura Ashley Moore
Hannah Katherine Brown         Caitlin Marisa Nevels
Kylie Nicole Budd              Jacquelyn Olivia Nickel
Andrea Katelyn Callahan        Rachel Kate Nowlin
Cynthia Rose Chambers          Kathryn Elaine Parkinson
Morgan Lynn Chissoe            Preston Wane Pearson
Taylor James Craft             Avery Thomas Pittman
Cameron Elliott Craig          Jordan Avery Pryor
Mallory Ann Crutchfield        Timothy Chance Rathbun
Brianna Mae Davis              Mallory Christian Reid
Jennifer Ann Downes            Jennifer Christine Roach
Melanie Susanne Durbin         Hannah M. Ruhmann
Julia Kathleen Fell            Jessica Michelle Semkoff
Richard Glenn Ford             Aerial Chanel Smith
Emily Michael Goff             Regan M. Smith
Alicia Ann Gray                Eleanor Elizabeth Sparks
Monica J. Hakes                Stephanie Leigh Spears
Danielle Colleen Hamand        Emily Marie Sprunger
Amy Lee Harris                 Camille Renae Strause
Valerie Jean Hart              Samantha Dawn Stretesky
Lauren Nichole Hinchey         Jennifer Thompson
Gregory Scott Hinson           Katie Marie Turner
Chelsea Brooke Hunt            Lindsey Nicole Webb
Shelby Brook Jurek             Janae D. White
Teresa Marie Kearns            Jacy Ann Wilkins
Hannah Faith Kinard            Jessica Nichole Wilkinson
Emilee Ranae Lehenbauer        Cory Evan Wilsey
Tiffany Ciera Longan           Hillary P. Winter
Darcey Larie Mahan             Rachel Marie Wright

Summer 2013 Candidates
• Design, Housing and Merchandising •
Megan Nicole Anson             Hannah Weidner Lunsford
Margaret Alice Clark           Stephanie Nava
Haylee Brooke Fournier         Maria Frances Tatum
Shelby Jordan Harris           Rebecca Vang
Audrey Oma Lisle
• Hotel and Restaurant Administration •  
Travis E. Buck  
Abigail McKenzie Clem  
Ola George Flick  
Travis Donald Gullett  
Peter Michael Jones  
Victoria M. Jurenko  
Niina Annika Makela  
Toni Michelle Marable  
Trevor James Nutter  
Kelli Jean Shenold  
Gardner Clark Taylor

• Human Development and Family Science •  
Baylie June Berninger  
Susanna Mercedes Buedden  
Kaitlyn Leihan Clements  
Kayla Marlene Colon  
Danielle Renee Curtis  
Kathryn Lourie Gestland  
Marie Ann Gibbs  
Jason Scott Hart  
Caroline Grace Helm  
Shawna Michelle Letz  
Rebecca Ann Litterell  
Rachel Ring  
Mary Kathryn Roy  
Sara Elizabeth Simpson  
Katelyn Jewell Smith  
Rebecca LeAnn Steffenson  
Lisa Michelle Sweaney  
Leta Michelle Tolbert

• Nutritional Sciences •  
Cody Joel Alberti  
John Scott Conaway  
Christopher John DeGeorge  
Alexander Stephen Drusch  
Jordan Zachary Gammill  
Christina Renee Harlan  
Matthew Jacob Hillis  
Lauren Nicole Holthe  
Jonathan Chan Lim  
Brooke Kirstin Martin  
Katelyn Michelle McAdams  
Jessica J. Murphy  
Molly Marie Shotts

Bachelor of University Studies  
Spring 2013 Candidates  
• University Studies •  
Kirsten P. Avallone  
Victoria Dianne Bay  
Betsy Jane Blundell  
Karrah Katherine Humble  
Billie Jo Johnson  
Brian Patrick Martin  
Donnisha Dawn Perez  
Amy Trang Pham  
Sarah Elizabeth Pierson

Summer 2013 Candidates  
• University Studies •  
Martina S. Galvan  
Brandi Deanne Harris  
Cory Scott Morrison  
Bethany L. Vassar  
Laura Marie Zarro
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Spring 2013 Candidates

Accounting
Courtney Renee Altman
Kristen Leigh Anderson
Katherine Fordyce Andresen
Trent William Annan
Emily Jane Ashford
Hayden Pierce Bartley
Nicholas Michael Berghall
Whitney Ann Birdwell
Amber Dawn Branyan
Bron Charles Briggs
Kelsey Marie Brockert
Anna Connor Brown
Robert Young Brown IV
Samuel Colton Brown
Kelsey Elaine Bullock
Angelica Shannon Burhan
Ching Chan
Haly Nacole Cordell
Dillon Earl Craig
Blaine Michael Culver
Derek James Doak
Friendelle Dulan
Ryan Matthew Eldridge
John Michael Engelbrecht
Mollie Erin Field
Ryan Dean Fielding
Jacob Jon Finger
Zachary Ryan Flournoy
Jacob Michael Flowers
Eric Ryan Greenfeather
Kristen Anne Grewe
Jordan Lynn Haken
Kathrina Evette Harris
Michael Robert Hechtner
Brooke Corinne Henderson
Stephen John Higginbotham
Joshua Hoffer
Erin Leigh Holcombe
Meaghan Leigh Hoose
Trevor Scott Horstmann
Jami M. Jenkins
Cameron Miles Johnston

Victor Mario Kamesar
Elizabeth Kang
Jennifer Nicole Keuchel
Eun-Mi Kim
Caleb Isaiah Knight
Dung Ngoc Lam
Rebecca Marie Leach
Hyun Bai Lee
Amy Renea Lewis
Corrine Amber Lieske
Eric John Lindahl
Lane Ryon Loiselle
Matthew Xavier Maguire
Eric Thomas Martin
Jordan Lee Mayes
James Andrew McKinley
Keelie Rae McMurray
Kathryn Ann Moore
Alicia Kay Morris
Jacqueline Elizabeth Myers
Presley Kate Nash
Steven James Nelson
Kevin Nguyen
Barrett Michael Nidey
Hillary Eileen Nolan
Gregory Austin Parker
Sarah Dawn Rader
Kristina Dawn Rempel
Freida Monica Robertson
Jacob Andrew Rodriguez
Kylie Marie Roper
Alec Benjamin Rothbauer
Kay Lynn Ruoff
Greg Austin Seger
Jeffrey Daniel Siany
Megan Lynn Sluder
Daniel Carroll Stith, Jr.
Adam Joseph Stump
Joseph Anthony Tabuena
Pablo Rafael Taylor
Jack Blaser Thompson
Amy Brooke Tollison
Abigail Ann Tompkins  Kelley Anne Whitfield
Elizabeth Nicole Uselton  Sara Elizabeth Whittington
Carissa C. Vang  Austin P. Willett
Sarah Jaennette Vint  Aidan Nicole Williams
Cole Robert Wackenhuth  Braden Michael Wilson
John Luke Walvoord  Ger Xiong
Megan Nicole Wheeler  James Benjamin Young
Alexandra Diane White

• Economics •
Jason Wayne Barrentine  Serita Pillay
Theodore B. Bottoms  Sean Jordan Roberts
Steven Christopher Carlile  Michael Ryan Royster
Ronald Ferrall Hoggard Jr.  Kevin Douglas Skidmore
Michelle Ann Ingold  Carleton Sui Szeto
Sami A. Mustapha  Danielle Marie Willett
Jordan Lee Pace

• Entrepreneurship •
Steven Coolidge Adkins, Jr.  Erica Molina
Luke Aaron Aldinger  Brian C. Mueller
Christopher Ryan Bene’  Caleb Joel Neil
Cory Alan Brewer  Eric M. Robison
Alexander D. Campbell  Cody Joe Schaffer
Butch William Flick  Emilio Andres Serrano
Andrew Turner Gin  Derek Scott Spivey
Reynald Louis Grandoit  Justin L. Walmer
Scott Evan Jackson  Kelsey Ann Williams
Jackson Erwin Kluck

• Finance •
Sultan Ahmad Alamri  Kathrina Evette Harris
Brendan James Alexander  Stuart Reed Hash
Trevor A. Barron  Aaron Taylor Hemphill
Kyle Thomas Beckel  Perry Everett Hicks
Adam Christian Blom  Michelle Ann Ingold
Diana Patricia Bowlin  Zachary Mark Keen
Alex Michael Campbell  Ty Lynn Ketchum
Caleb Windsor Caudle  Jessica Elizabeth Kharoubeh
John Martin Cegielski  Austin Thomas Lewis
Cynthia DeLane Columbia  Cody Reed Mankin
Kourtni Brooke Connor  Caleb Alan Mills
Kirby Ron Cook  Stephen Abnery Nnko
Richard Tyler Evans  Aaron Nicolis Petty
Tyler Drew Fields  Tan Minh Pham
Nathan Michael Foster  Brock Zackary Pittman
Keeton Jacob Frye  Zachary Clark Pool
Alex Cody Goossen  Sarah Marie Pospisil
Cooper Thomas Hahn  Crystal Dawn Richison
Amber Catherine Hall  Charles Zachery Roam
Nicholas C. Hall  Patrick Lee Robinson
Jarred Seth Handley  Michael Ryan Royster
Latasha D. Scott   Clayton Lawrence Stanphill
Joshua Thomas Sizemore   John Bradley Stuart
Jefferson Douglas Hankins Smith   Bryan J. Turner
Jeremy Wayne Smith   Felix Eduardo Vargas
Margaret Phyllis Sokolosky   Aarathy Sudha Vijayan
Suncarea Lorraine Spencer   Christian Francis Zaio

• General Business •
Matthew R. Alley   Rachel Salima Kheddar
Erin Elaine Arnold   Bryan Errol Klein
Emily Louise Bisogno   Ryan Edward MacDonald
Alexander Francis Charon   Carlee Jo Mathis
Andrew Nokusee Cross   Tosha Nicole McFayden
Lucas Jordan Dewell   Brent Joseph Moore
Mathew Lee Fanning   Val Mulder
John Charles Forbes II   Lauren Ashley Reid
Alan Gelogaev   Randa Rifai
Sarah Nicole Gesick   Kimberly L. Rubert
Amanda Catherine Giles   Maximilian Kolbe Sherman
Zachary Benjamin Goetz   Bryan Timothy Stump
Kayla Marie Haywood   Nicklas Dwayne Taylor
Tonya Marie Henderson   Krista Michelle Tracy
Carly M. Hoemann   Robert David Wasson
Lisandra Keller   Hillary Lynn Wood

• International Business •
Sarah M. Blevins   Eric Raul Loya
Chad Leslie Butler   Cole Ray Mankin
Erin Elizabeth Chancey   Chase Alexander Morgan
Thomas Ryan Cooper   Jordan Lee Pace
Tracon Shomal Davis   Lorrin Kay Province
Julia Callitochtl Elizalde-Diaz   Kirby Rose Reber
Rachel Marie Houchin   Luying Xiao Simons
Joseph P. Jacob   Parsegh P. Tornakian, Jr.
Ricky Ladell Jefferson, Jr.   Anh Thuy My Tran
Lindsey E. Kaiser   Yvonne Rennee Tunnell
Amanda K. Krewall   Christopher Ryan Worch
Chun Lee Leung

• Management •
Leann Michelle Albin   Jessica Jane Berg
Jordan Daniel Aldrich   Kristina Leann Biggs
Amber Nicole Alexander   Deidre Jo Boles
Pedro Antonio Arroyo   Casey Paul Bolton
Jovanny Aybar   Nicholas Noel Boone
Hunter Gant Bailey   Chris Bowen
Laci Lynne Baker   John Earl Bristol
Taylor Marie Barber   Audrea Dawn Brown
Jonathan Andrew Bartlett   Misty M. Buchanan
David Robert Bell   Taylor Griffith Budd
Lindsay Renee Bentley   Michael Preston Buntz
Rachel Lynnae Thomas  Matthew Scott Wilson
Austin Scott Thompson  April Michele Winchester
Evan Stanhope Tilton  Robert Anthony Wood
Charles Everett Waken  Christopher Ryan Worch
Walter Lucas Weathers  Bryan Keith Wright
Zachary Coy Weeks  Jeni Raelyn Wright
Cole T. Whisenant  Jordan Matthew Zanardelli
Natalie Beth Wilenken  Blake Patrick Zimmerman
Marquita S. Williams

• Management Information Systems •
David S. Bellamy  Michael J. Lawson
Nicholas Noel Boone  Jessica Paige Lippert
Matthew Cort Branson  Tyler Jordan Magar
Kevin John Brewer  Alicia Kay Morris
Katelynn Elizabeth Carr  Tyler Drake Nicholas
Michael B. Casey  Nickolas C. North
Stephen Ryan Dodd  Toby John Osborn
Colin Michael Eggleston  Autumn Elizabeth Palmer
Alexander Scott Evers  Aaron Joseph Pesicka
Farshid Samuel Fadaei  Taylor Quaid Robinette
Louisa Irene Giamfortone  Jordan Elizabeth Sentel
Destiny G. Gibson  Rashele Victoria Shoun
Matthew Wade Griffin  Mathew L. Sober
Geoffrey Harden  Casey Dale Spencer
William Patrick Herron  Allen G. Stevens
Aaron Wayne Hilton  Matthew T. Tucker
Robert Ketron  Leonard Cornelius Van Noord III
Timur N. Kudyakov  Maria Jose Vasquez
Dung Ngoc Lam  James Andrew White
Shaun L. Lane  Braden James Wilcox
Cory A. Lang  Kimberly Rose Lee Wojcik

• Marketing •
Aly Amy Akers  Hallie Dawn Chilcutt
Jerry David Allen ll  Kimberly Gail Christensen
Riley M. Anderson  Erik Michael Collins
Paige Elizabeth Applegate  Patrick Allen Combs
Rebecca Anne Baird  Christopher Javier Contreras
Frankie Dawn Baker  Ted Ryan Cox
Cole Brandon Balkman  Hannah Elizabeth Daniel
Meagan Ball  Lauren Mary Daniels
Bradley Charles Benjamin  Blake Summers Denton
Tori Michele Benton  Tracie Marie Dickerson
Haley Danielle Black  Jennifer Jan Douthit
Aubry Dawn Boate  Justin Tyler Drewski
Brent Charles Bowers  Hilary R. Duenner
Maxwell Warner Brinegar  Kaitlyn Renee Dunn
Krista Nicole Bryan  Corbin Brian Dyson
Kelsey Dawn Burgess  Christina Nichole Ellis
Michael Brandon Catlett  Taylor Leigh Espinoza
Emily Brandon Chestnut  James Paden Ferguson
Rachel Victoria Fitzgerald  Chelsie Randa Meyer
Tyler James Funderburk  Angela Rae Miller
Leah Victoria Geiser  Mason Cale Miller
Megan Elizabeth Gelmers  Kelly Morgan
Megan Diana Gonzales  Rachel Elizabeth Noland
Jason E. Green  Lindsey Brooke Nordling
William Frank Green  Nicolas Evan Pena
Amanda Margaret Greer  Darla Renee Phillips
Clinton D. Gribble  Brian L. Porter, Jr.
Lauren Renee Gurley  Stephanie Michelle Prewett
Jessie Kaitlyn Hamm  Michael Ryan Rapella
Ariel Ann Hampshire  Jordan David Reyes
Madison Claire Harrington  Michael Philip Sartin
Kimberly Blair Hauser  Hannah Leigh Schultz
Elizabeth Rose Herzig  Meagan Kristine Selvidge
Hanna Diane Hubbs  Anna Lynn Smith
Shakayla Hutcherson  Spencer Marie Staton
Laura Elise Ingram  Todd Phillip Streets
Iris Jimenez-Tapia  Scott C. Stromberg
Justine Gregory Johnson  Samantha Danielle Sunday
Harry Clayton Karbs  Younhee Sung
Cory Beth Kennedy  Alice Roe Swart
Sara Mackenzie Keys  Madison Erielle Taylor
Victoria Elizabeth Kidzus  Lauren K. Terhune
Yu Gyung Kim  Sarah Nicole Thursby
Austin G. King  Aaron Mitchell Underwood
Alyssa Lynn Korsmo  Coby Lawren Van Loan
Heather Kathryn Lane  Lauren Rebecca Vaughn
Ariel Mae Litwer  Andrea Marie Vogt
Landon Kane Luck  Hanna Jewel Wallace
Kathleen Ann Maloney  Rusty T. Ward
Lauren Marie Mandrino  Alexander Ryan Wells
Megan Lynn Martin  Mary Ellen Williams
John Garrett Massengale  Christopher Neal Wyatt
Kalea Jean McBride  Timothy W. Youngblood
Kaitlyn Paige McLaughlin

Summer 2013 Candidates

Accounting

Razan Ghassan Al Ashi  Eric Andrew Phillips
Zachary R. Baldwin  Robyn Alyssa Rush
Justin Ray Bomar  Tammy Lynn Sangster
Katherine Jean Broadhead  Ekaterina Sophia Sorensen
Bradley Thomas Good  Allen James Timmons
Laura Lorena Hernandez  Roshani Timsina
Skyler G. Hulslander  Jaime Kay Walker
Aleshia Rena Hurt  Daniel David Weinand
Matthew Alan Kelley  Amanda Catherine Wills
Eric James McIntire  Joni Renee Wolfe
Lauren Shae Patton
• **Economics**
  Benjamin Bond Copelin  
  Joseph Stewart Glenn  
  Jarvis Randell Gordon  
  Bryce Stewart Kennedy  
  Alvydas Lenkauskas  
  David Allen Paddock  
  Karol Elizabeth Starr  
  Corbin Todd Tarrant  
  Braden Wainscott

• **Entrepreneurship**
  Stephen Michael Griffin  
  Kristen E. Ritchie

• **Finance**
  Albert W. Bode  
  Carson Robert Dean  
  Christopher Michael John  
  Caleb Andrew Lavey  
  Kelby Chase Lindemann  
  Liam J. O’Hara  
  Heather Woodson Payne  
  Amy Lou Snively  
  Richard Michael Snyder

• **General Business**
  Aubrey Anna Collins  
  Britanny Ann Dilley  
  Meghan Ashley Emerson  
  Jordan Zachary Gammill  
  Jordan Robert Green  
  Patricia Ann Grigg  
  Abigail Elizabeth Hesselink  
  William Charles Moore  
  Zam Sian Mung  
  Christopher Paul Pixley  
  Eric Lewis Vandenburg

• **International Business**
  Efrain Aldava  
  Martha L. Atuesta  
  Dustin Edward Dunn  
  Billy Eugene Hayes  
  Kara Marie Lehenbauer  
  Jonathan Edward Murphy

• **Management**
  Christian Ann Angleton  
  Aaron Douglas Bales  
  Sonya J. Bannister  
  Jaleesa Lanae Bell  
  Sarah Michelle Brown  
  Bethany Marie Chaisson  
  Sylverstar L. Conklin  
  Katerina Jillian Counts  
  Caleb Tate Crick  
  Jenna Marie Cruciani  
  Marla Kay Deason  
  Mathew J. Donovan  
  Bryan Gene Dowell  
  Jeffrey Ducato  
  Taylor Wade Ferguson  
  Trace W. Ford  
  Jared D. Fry  
  Joshua Lee Givens  
  Anthony Luis Gonzalez  
  Taylan Boyd Goss  
  Joshue Andrew Havens  
  Amy Dale Hossain  
  Clinton A. Hughes  
  Kelsey Dawn Jameson  
  Jerry Jones, Jr.  
  Karlee McKenzie Jones  
  Kancana Kancana  
  Michael Joseph Laley  
  Cheyenne T. Large  
  Luke Conrad Louderback  
  Charles Edward Love  
  Tamara Lynn McCoy  
  Blane S. McPhail  
  Zam Sian Mung  
  Shea Michele Newport  
  April Elizabeth Norred  
  Miranda Karyn Pfanku  
  Alexander Easton Pickart  
  Charles Henry Powell  
  Cierra Ramon
Audrey Katharyn Hart  Nicholas Kenwane Rockwell
Antwaine W. Sells  Andrea Lee Wallace
April Anne Thiessen  Kathleen M. Welch
Lindsay Ann VanBecelaere  Luke Andrew Wilson
Eric Lewis Vandenburg  Danielle Page Wojciak

• Management Information Systems •
Reuben Joseph Applegate  Jimmy Todd Hiett II
Ryan Michael Corrigan  Keynan Preston Koehn
Brett Austin Farris  Peter Jonathan Maguire
Anton Filippov  Cody Micheal Palmer

• Marketing •
Ian J. Arzenhofer  Tricia Diane Herber
Seth B. Bacon  Tucker Glen Huston
Megan M. Blackstone  Lauren Michelle LaGasse
Jaden Mylinh Boyles  Meagan Laura McCartney
Gregory Dale Bunch  Katherine Jo Ortiz
Katherine Rebecca Calder  Alexandra O’Brien Pickens
Cameron Utley Caldwell  Rainey Michelle Pittman
D’Andre James Crump  Jarred Jacob Planer
Chelsea Marie Erwin  Cierra Ramon
Ryan Jerome Handzlik  Connor Douglas Wade
Brittany W. Harrington  Amanda Leigh Welborn

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2013 Candidates
• University Studies •
Ryane Adams  Jenny L. Hardridge-Finley
Alycia Rebekah Fuentes  Monica Jeaneen Williams

Summer 2013 Candidates
• University Studies •
Ryan Anthony Johnson  Jon Michael Williams
Richard Joseph Romero
Additional Fall 2012 Degree Recipients

OSU fall degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU fall commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the fall commencement book. However, because the fall commencement book goes to print shortly after November 1, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today’s ceremony.

Rupesh K. Agrawal    •    MBA  Business Administration
Eric M. Akoko    •    MS  Geology
Shawna Wynne Allen    •    MBA  Business Administration
Laura Michelle Almon    •    MBA  Business Administration
Annabel Alonso    •    MS  Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Carolina Arbona    •    BSCP  Computer Engineering
Brett C. Baker    •    BS  Chemistry
Katie Bannister    •    BSBA  Marketing
Rocky Wayne Becker    •    BSAG  Agricultural Education
Auvi Biswas    •    MS  Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
John G. Blackburn    •    MBA  Business Administration
Trent L. Bolte    •    MBA  Business Administration
Vladislav Bondarenko    •    MS  International Studies
Julia Beth Boyd    •    PHD  English
Ryan Clinton Brakhage    •    BSET  Mechanical Engineering Technology
Jennifer Marie Brown    •    BSAG  Animal Science
Megan Loree’ Brown    •    BHS  Human Development and Family Science
Jennifer L. Carr    •    MAG  Agriculture
Cory Rolando Carter    •    MAG  Agriculture
Jason Edward Champion    •    MS  Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Shawn M. Chiusano    •    MA  English
Tara Ann Chumney    •    BS  Mathematics
Lacey Ann Click    •    BUS  University Studies
Cody Weston Clovis    •    BSAG  Agribusiness
Kyle Allen Cole    •    BHS  Human Development and Family Science
Jordan Rose Cooper    •    BSBA  Management
Geoffrey M. Dolinger    •    MS  Electrical Engineering
Meredith Mae Drye    •    BS  Sociology
Seth W. Eastman    •    MBA  Business Administration
Melissa R. El Aroua    •    BS  International Studies
Robert Lawrence Elliott    •    BSEE  Electrical Engineering
Sterling Walker Ellsworth    •    BA  French
Nicole Alyse Farless    •    BSAG  Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Megan Danielle Fleishacker    •    BS  Leisure Studies
Mandi Fleishman    •    BA  Journalism and Broadcasting
Rafe Owen Ford    •    BSET  Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Chandra Dawn Galindo    •    BSAG  Agribusiness
Nakyla Jo Garrison    •    BUS  University Studies
Jenna Elizabeth Gilmore    •    BA  Psychology
Heather Marie Gold    •    MAG  Agriculture
Saad Ahmad Gondal    •    BSME  Mechanical Engineering
Kimberli Suzanne Gray    •    BS  Health Education and Promotion
Katherine Evan Greenawalt    •    BSBA  Marketing
Kyle Jarvis Guthrie    •    BSET  Fire Protection and Safety Technology
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree/Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scott Palmer Hales</td>
<td>BSCH Chemical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Blaire Hall</td>
<td>BSEE Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher David Halliwell</td>
<td>BA Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amandine Hammer</td>
<td>MBA Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle John Herzog</td>
<td>BSBA Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Kay Hicks</td>
<td>MBA Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Paul Jones</td>
<td>BSAG Agribusiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Arick Kassen</td>
<td>MA Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Noreen Khan</td>
<td>MS International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lynn Klufa</td>
<td>MS Nutritional Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Swapna Kolli</td>
<td>MS Biochemistry and Molecular Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Victor Lawler</td>
<td>BS Aerospace Administration and Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John P. Leskowat</td>
<td>BSBA International Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colby John Lewis</td>
<td>MS Industrial Engineering and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Cherise Lookout</td>
<td>BUS University Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Suzanne Lupardus</td>
<td>BS Zoology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Troy Lytle</td>
<td>BUS University Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Wayne Mahsetky, Jr.</td>
<td>BUS University Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angie Rose McFadden</td>
<td>BUS University Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Blake McGlothlin</td>
<td>BSAG Animal Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Lee Mesker</td>
<td>BS Health Education and Promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikhil Suresh Mirjankar</td>
<td>MS Chemical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Je Cole Mitchell</td>
<td>BSAG Animal Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Andrew Mitchell</td>
<td>BSBA Management Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy E. Moody</td>
<td>MBA Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Page Murray</td>
<td>MBA Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Andrew Myers</td>
<td>BSME Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin James North</td>
<td>BSBA Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Ann Northey</td>
<td>BSET Electrical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranvir Pal</td>
<td>MS Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Michael Parcher</td>
<td>BS Aerospace Administration and Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Y. Park</td>
<td>MS Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krutharth Kumar Peravalli Venkata Naga</td>
<td>MS Management Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan James Phillips</td>
<td>MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Ryan Pierce</td>
<td>MS Entomology and Plant Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Elaine Pinkosky</td>
<td>MBA Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley La’Chelle Randle</td>
<td>BUS University Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra G. Ratliff</td>
<td>BSBA General Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Peyton Reaves</td>
<td>BSBA Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Brett Reeves</td>
<td>BA English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Anthony Ritchie</td>
<td>BSBA Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson Dawn Rogers</td>
<td>BA Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jody DeLaine Russell</td>
<td>BFA Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Newell Sampley</td>
<td>BS Leisure Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Matheson Shadid</td>
<td>BUS University Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Beth Shahan</td>
<td>BS Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Francis Shirley</td>
<td>MBA Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Michelle Shores</td>
<td>BA Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robyn Janelle Fleming Smith</td>
<td>BUS University Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven G. Smith</td>
<td>BA History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Ryan Smoot</td>
<td>BSAG Agricultural Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony H. Stobbe</td>
<td>MS Biochemistry and Molecular Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyli Raine Stotts</td>
<td>BS Physical Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Matthew R. Syme • MBA  Business Administration
Yiran Tao • BHS  Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Gregory Steward Taylor • BSBA  Marketing
Paul Nhan Van Thai • MS  Engineering and Technology Management
Christopher Thomas • MS  Plant and Soil Science
Jessica Lea Thomas • BUS  University Studies
Gina Nichole Thompson • MM  Pedagogy and Performance
Guilherme M. Torres • PHD  Soil Science
Karen Sharee Wallace • BS  Psychology
Marie Ann Wallace • BSAG  Animal Science
Jason Peter Wilkinson • BUS  University Studies
Daniel C. Williams • MS  Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Rush J. Williams • MBA  Business Administration
Kelsey Willis • BFA  Art
Jonathan A. Wilson • MBA  Business Administration
Chase Austin Winkel • BAR  Architecture
The list of degree candidates was prepared before final grades were reported, and inclusion herein does not constitute evidence of graduation. Final action to ensure an accurate listing of names of all persons qualified for degrees could not be compiled before this program went to print. The listing of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person will in fact receive a degree from Oklahoma State University at this commencement. Conversely, the absence of a student's name from this list does not necessarily mean the person will not be awarded a degree. Final certification of degree and academic distinction will be made by the Colleges and the Registrar after candidates have completed all degree requirements.

Degree Abbreviations:

- BA  Bachelor of Arts
- BAR Bachelor of Architecture
- BEN Bachelor of Engineering
- BFA Bachelor of Fine Arts
- BLA Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
- BM  Bachelor of Music
- BS  Bachelor of Science
- BSAE Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
- BSAG Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
- BSBA Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
- BSBE Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
- BSCH Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
- BSCV Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
- BSCP Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
- BSEE Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
- BSET Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
- BHS Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences
- BSIE Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
- BSBE Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
- BUS Bachelor of University Studies
- DVM Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
- MA  Master of Arts
- MAG Master of Agriculture
- MBA Master of Business Administration
- MM  Master of Music
- MS  Master of Science
- EdS Specialist in Education
- EdD Doctor of Education
- PhD Doctor of Philosophy
The robes, hats and hoods worn by faculty members and graduates as they march into the commencement hall, and even the different colors you see on them, have historical origins and significance.

During the Middle Ages, scholars at the earliest English and European universities wore wool or fur garments to stay warm in the drafty, stone buildings that were poorly heated. Most of the scholars were also monks or priests, and as such had the hair shaved from the crowns of their heads in the distinctive clerical tonsure. Most wore cloaks that included a hood that could be pulled up to keep their heads warm.

The academic gowns and hoods were adapted from both secular and clerical garments of the time, and the hood was chosen by the early scholars to indicate by color, trim or binding the degree held by the wearer.

The style of academic dress most frequently worn in the United States dates back to colonial times, although it was not formally adopted until near the end of the 19th Century, when it was chosen as appropriate attire by the Intercollegiate Commission during a meeting in New York. It has remained the general standard in America since, although some variations occur at individual institutions. In the United States, black is the traditional color for academic gowns, although some institutions allow holders of doctoral degrees to wear robes in the university's colors.

The sleeves of the robes vary, depending on the degree held by the wearer. The bachelor’s robe has long, pointed sleeves. The master’s robe has sleeves that are oblong and closed at the ends, with slits through which the arms may be extended. The doctoral robe has a full sleeve with a velvet facing on the front and at the neck, and three velvet bars on each sleeve. The velvet may be black or of a color that symbolizes the degree held by the wearer.

The head covering most commonly used in the United States is the square, tasseled “mortarboard.” Some American universities, however, use berets, and in other countries a variety of styles of head coverings is worn with academic regalia. The tassel is usually black and is worn over the left front quarter of the mortarboard. Holders of doctoral degrees may wear gold tassels.

The hood is the most distinctive feature of American academic dress, which through color and design may indicate the wearer’s degree and the institution at which that degree was earned. Hoods are lined with the colors of the institution that awards the degree, and may be faced with the color designating the degree awarded. Hoods vary in length. The bachelor’s hood is about three feet long, the master’s slightly longer and the doctoral version is longer still and is decorated with broad color panels.

Candidates for advanced or professional degrees wear hoods symbolic of the degree. The color of the trim of the hood and the sleeve chevrons and panels of the academic gown are distinctive of the degree as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Gown</th>
<th>Hood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Black Velvet</td>
<td>Blue Velvet Collar and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
<td>Light Blue Velvet</td>
<td>Light Blue Collar Panels and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet Collar Panels and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Steel Gray Panels</td>
<td>Steel Gray Collar and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>White Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The colors of Oklahoma State University are embodied in the lining of the hood (orange and black chevron). The colors of the hoods of faculty and guests are those of the institution conferring the degree.

Portions of the proceeding were adapted from the commencement program of the University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
Commencement Committee

Celeste Campbell, University Registrar, Chair
Barbara Bremer, Spears School of Business
Stephen Boles, Environmental Health Sciences
Steve Damron, College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Elizabeth Halley, College of Education
Mary Kay Jennings, Center for Veterinary Health Sciences
Debbie Lane, Office of the President
Amy Martindale, College of Arts and Sciences
Craig Satterfield, Graduate College
Kristi Thrift Seuhs, College of Human Sciences
Diane Caneday, College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
Daniel Felber, Physical Plant Services

Special thanks to the volunteers from the OSU Emeriti Association for their assistance in distributing the Spring 2013 Commencement program.
The story of Oklahoma State University began on Christmas Eve, 1890, at the McKennon Opera House in Oklahoma’s territorial capital of Guthrie when Territorial Governor George W. Steele signed legislation establishing an Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College in Payne County. OAMC’s first students assembled for class on December 14, 1891, even though there were no buildings, no books and no curriculum. The college’s first students attended classes in the Stillwater Congregational Church. The original campus consisted of 200 acres of prairie that were donated by four local homesteaders. The college’s first six graduates received their diplomas in 1896.

Visitors to the OSU campus often marvel at its beauty and consistency of architecture. Much of the credit goes to OAMC’s legendary president, Henry G. Bennett, who served from 1928–1951. Dr. Bennett’s 25-year campus master plan envisioned some of the university’s most famous and beautiful structures, including the Edmon Low Library and the OSU Student Union. A new campus master plan is guiding unprecedented construction that is making OSU more competitive in academics and athletics. Starting in the fall of 2008, OSU has opened the new Multimodal Transportation Terminal, the new North Classroom Building, the west end zone of Boone Pickens Stadium, refurbished Old Central, the Donald W. Reynolds Architecture Building, an upgraded Murray Hall and the new Henry Bellmon Research Center and an updated and expanded Student Union. Hall of Fame Avenue on the north and University Avenue on the south have both been significantly upgraded, and the university has completed a major overhaul making Monroe Street more pedestrian friendly.

OSU grew quite rapidly following World War II. The post-war years were marked by a huge enrollment surge. Some graduates from that era may remember “Veteran’s Village,” a thriving community that developed on the northwest edge of campus as veterans and their families moved into surplus military housing provided by the college. The mid-1940s also were a golden era for athletics at Oklahoma A&M. In a 90-day period in early 1945, OAMC teams won the Cotton Bowl, the NCAA championship in wrestling and the NCAA championship in basketball. The next year, the wrestling and basketball teams repeated as national champions, and the football team won the Sugar Bowl.

Coaches and players from that era are now sports legends. Coach Henry Iba set a national standard in basketball and Edward Gallagher took OAMC wrestling teams to international prominence.

People often ask when OSU made the transition from college to university. By the 1950s the college had grown substantially. Suggested names for a “new” institution were “Great Plains University,” “International University,” and “Atomic University.” In 1957, OAMC became The Oklahoma State University for Agriculture and Applied Science. During the next three decades, OSU would build academic programs to match its new status. Enrollment more than doubled from 10,385 in 1957 to more than 23,000 in the 1980s. OSU became a statewide university system, adding branches in Okmulgee in 1946 and Oklahoma City in 1961. OSU merged with the Oklahoma College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1988, and OSU-Tulsa was born in 1999.

Today, OSU has more than 37,000 students across five campuses and a presence in every Oklahoma county through its extension offices and experiment stations. From six graduates in 1896, to nearly 5,000 annually today, the small college on the prairie has grown and prospered far beyond the dreams of its founders. OSU teaching, research and graduates are making a bigger impact on the lives of people around the world than ever before. It’s a great time to be a Cowboy!
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